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CHANGE IN THE EDITORSHIP OF
THE "HELVETIA NEWS LETTER'
The .present issue of the "Helvetia
News Letter" is the last under my
Having completed ten
editorship.
years as editor, I have felt for many
mo7e that someone else should take
if for no other reason than to
briAeenew ideas and fresh enthusiasm
to this work.
I was to relinquish
my office by the end of 1957, but the
Committee asked me to carry oh until
I have
a successor could be found.
tried many times - and at last
succeeded - to persuade our friend
Phil STRATTON to take over from me.
As one of the founder-members of
our Society, as a Committee member,
a past Hon.Organising Secretary and
Hon.Exchange Packet Superintendent,
he has rendered great services to all
of us. As editor, Mr. Stratton will
be ably supported on the technical
side by Mrs. E.J. Bawnsley, and in
the-eknowledge that I am handing over
wo excellent officers and
enthusiastic philatelists, I am
confident that the "News Letter" will
be in future at last as "readable"
and instructive as in the past, or
more so.
Professional overwork and, at times
indifferent health, often prevented
me from completing the "News Letter"
as punctually as I should have liked.
I am sure that in future it will be
issued more regularly and maintain
the important link between members
particularly those residing in the
country.
Though leaving the editorship I
shall remain in close contact with the
Society through my other office, and I
hope to be able to contribute from
time to time, articles and notes to
the "News Letter".
EDWARD H. SPIRO

f - Caversham. 'Reading.
JANUARY, 1958

THE VYSTERY OF THE THREE
\\
HISTORICAL /I ST
With the advent of the Landscape and Technic
definitive issue in 1949, the three values of
the "Historic al" series of 1941, the 50c.
(Zum.No.243) 9 60c. (Zum.No.244) and 70ç. (Zum.
No.245) were superceded by similar values, in
the new Landscape designs.
Very soon afterwards the Swiss P.T.T.
Philatelic Agency announced that the three
"Historial" values were "sold out". In May
1950 the Philatelic Agency took particular
by hand and in ink care to cross out
these three items from its monthly Sales List
No.75, explaining that they were "out of stock"
and that orders can not be accepted for them.
Within a very short period the prices of the
mint copies of the three values went up by
leaps and bounds, dealers and collectors having
discovered that - as it often happened With
stamps current for a long time - they haven't
"stocked up". By 1952 Zumstein priced the
stamps at double face value, by 1956 there was
a further stiff advance and in the 1957 catalogues the price of the 50c. had gone up to
F
(block of four to F 22.50) 9 that of the
60c. to F 6.- (block or four F 27.50) and that
of the 70c. to F 3.50 (block of four F 15.-)
There is no dount that some of these astoundingly high prices were due to certain machinations by a handful of speculators, who having
succeeded in accumulating fairly large stocks,
"dictated" the prices when selling small
quantities to dealers.
Thus, almost overnight, three "common"
stamps, which had been widely used for many
years, became "modern rarities".
And now come the strange sequel. All the
time the Philatelic Agency of the P.T.T.
continued to sell these stamps at face
value. These sales were carried out not in
sheets or singles, but - at least this is the
explanation given by the P.T.T. - in conjunction with the still current 80c. and 90o.
values on so called "collectors' leaflets".
They were mounted with hinges, but there was
no limit to orders which could be placed with
the Philatelic Agency. kTURN TO PAGE TWO
—

)

THE MYSTERY OF THE THREE HISTORICAL

Investigations since carried out show
that very substantial sales took place.
The very few dealers or speculators, who
knew about these "tellectors leaflets",
conducted a gay trade'of the three values at the enormously inflated prices,.
making apparently profits of between 300
and 500per cent, while they resold the
lightly hinged 80c. and 900. etamps to
business firms at a small discount for
use on letter and parcel mail.
All the time the P.T.T. described
these three stamps as "out of stock".
The strange affair came into the open
when the "Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung"
the official organ of the Federation of
Swiss Philatelic Societies, inquired
into advertisements of a Swiss dealer
in a philatelic journal in Western Germany, who offered the three values
"lightly hinged" at Marks 3.25, adding
that'unmounted mint copies cost five
times the price asked'.
The trail from that dealer's offer led
to the "collectors' leaflets" sold by
the P.T.T. The Federation instructed
the head of its legal section, Dr. P.
Wolf, to undertake further steps with
the General Direction of the P.T.T.
Only then the P.T.T. issued an "explanation" saying that the "Collectors'
leaflet No.22" remained on sale until
the beginning of 1957 9 when the demand
became so large that the P.T.T.
Countered great difficulties in mounting
all the five values on the same leaflet.
The P.T.T. also says that they "do not
usually advertise the sales of collectorb' leaflets" - which is not altogether
correct.
In any case, instead of announcing
that the 50c., 60c. and 70c. values
were "sold out", the P.T.T. should have
announced that, though they cannot
supply them in sheets or singles, they
were available on "Collectors' leaflet
No.22." They did not do this and thus
opened the door to a wild speculation
with a rather unsavoury background.
The result of all this is that the 1958
catalogues have slashed the prices of
these stamps, Kottelat of Berne now list
them at F 1.50, 1.80 and 2.- respectively. But in the meantime many Switzerland collectors-and quite a few in this
country-have burned their fingers.
The "mystery" of the three historical
values of 1941 has now been solved thanks to the determined intervention by
the Federation of Swiss Philatelic Societies. But in the proud history of the
Swiss P.T.T., a history of great progress
and also of honest and straightforward
dealings with stamp collectors, the leaf
which contains the solution of this
"mystery"-will not be one to which the
P.T.T. will be able to turn with pride
,

WARNING OF BOGUS "T" DUE MARKS
Since the abolition Ofpostagedue stamps the
P.T.T. has been using "T" marks on ordinary
postage stamps which are stuck on letters
insufficiently pre-paid. Some dealers now
offer mint Swiss stamps, with such "T" marks
which must be regarded as bogus stamps,
because the only genuine "T" marks can appear
on letters or packets which have gone through
the post.
MR.LAURENCE MOORE ELECTED TO THE "ROYAL"
Our Committee member and a former Chairman of
the Yorks/Lancs Group of our Society, Mr.
Laurence Moore, M.B.E., was elected to the
Membership of the Royal Philatelic Society.
Mr. Moore, a past President of the Leeds P.S..,
has been prominent at last year's Philatelic
Our
Congress, which he helped to organise.
heartiest congratulations on the occasion of
this further distinction.
SWISS "DAY OF STAMP" 1957 was celebrated aen
December 1st at Basle. The Federation of
Swiss Philatelic Societies issued specie
envelopes and special postcards, bearing Vac
picture of the ancient sculpture of a postal
messenger, which stands at the Town Hall at
Basle and is believed to be the work of an un
known sculptor made about 450 years ago. The
picture on the special entires is the work of
the graphic artist Benno Hunziger. The postcards were sold at 20c. and the envelopes at
25c. and the P.T.T. issued a seecial postmark
for the Day of Stamp, which depicts in the
centre the coat of arms of Basle Town and
bears the inscription "BASEL - TAG DER BRIEFMAR KE - 1.XII. 1957". The postmark was
designed by the Basle artist Gustav Reichl
The Basle P.S. held on the Day of Stamp, a
local stamp exhibition and a well attended
bourse, the occasion coinciding with the
anniversary of the foundation of this lea , 1
Swiss society.
FIRST SWISS YOUNG PHILATELISTS EXHIBITION
The first exhibition and rally of young Swiss
collectors organised by the Youth Committee
of the Federation of Swiss P.S. was held on
December 7th and 8th at Langenthal.
A number of distinguished and official guests
representing the Federal Government, the
P.T.T., education authorities and schools
attended the opening ceremony.
More than 150 boys and girls from all over
Switzerland entered exhibits, many of which
were of excellent quality and could have
easily vied, with exhibits of adult philatel
ists at international events.
The support from official and educational
authorities for juvenile philately is shown
by the fact that the Swiss Federal Railways
issued specially reduced tickets for young
visitors to the exhibition, and that school
governors, rendered financial assistance.
,

-

AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND
-- has reached us just when this "News
Letter was going to print. It is a very good
and we shall review it in detail
1-Production
next month.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF TRAIN AND SHIP
H. SPIRO, R.P.S.L
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CANCELLATIONS
(Continued )

.

The great progress achieved by the F.T.T. in
speedy and efficient transport of mail of every description - in the face of probably greatest difficulties as regards climate and terrain which confront any
postal authority in Europe - was only possible by the
closest co-operation between the Post Office and the
Federal and private railways, and by the employment of
most modern technical devises for sorting, conveying
and loading the mail. In both regards, Switzerland
now leads the world.
In this brief survey of Swiss ambulant postal
services we can give only a few examples of their
efficiency. Let's take just one instance. Our picture on the right shows the loading of parcels aboard
the night train No.2, which leaves Zurich five minuted
after midnight and arrives at Geneva at 5.40 a.m.,
crossing nearly the whole width of the country.
Normally it carries six ambulant post office wagons at , mes up to ten - which take the entire mail,
le rs and parcels posted in Zurich and anywhere in
the _eastern parts of Switzerland until the closing
of post offices at either 6 p.m. or - in Zurich - at
7 p.m. The ambulant P.O.s then take at Olten additional mail unloaded there from the
Basle and Tessin T.P.O. trains. In one night at least 50,000 letters - often twice
this number - and 6,000 to 10,000 parcels are carried by the T.P.O. No.2 and on
arrival at Geneva they are ready sorted for delivery by the first morning delivery at
8 a.m.
T.P.O. No.1, is the same route in the opposite direction from Geneva to Zurich
the train departing from Geneva 2 minutes before 1 a.m. and arriving at Zurich at
6.36 a.m. The mail is distributed to Zurich addressees (and to most others in Easter
Switzerland) by first morning deliver y,
The co-operation between post and rail way goes far beyond the transport of
mail. First of all railway personnel
is assisting post office clerks and
porters to handle the mail. At pract ically every railway station, even in
smallest villages, it is the duty of
railwaymen to empty post boxes and to
convey the mail to the nearest post
office - including on Sundays! Nearly
every station master or booking clerk
acts as a sub-postmaster, sells stamp s
and accepts Express letters and telegrammes, the latter being telephoned
to the nearest post office for further
;, 'dispatch. The same co-operation exists between railway
and the P.T.T. Postal Coaches
which maintain postal traffic
between remote Alpine villages and the nearest town or
^!
larger
village, where there
r
.
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THE . PUZZLED

NATuRnLIST

COMMENTTS ON THE PRO JUVENTUTE 1957 INSECT
STAMPS
By Col. J. D. Blyth, O.B.E.

INFORnATIO\
R NTED .^

(REPLIES, PLEASE S TO THE HON
SECRETARY, Mrs.E.J.RAWNSLEY
"AUSL AGEN" POSTMARKS
On "Auslagen" postmarks, particularly of St.Gallen s any
relevant data concerning these
cancellations, period of uso,etc

There appears to be some confusion over the
yellow butterfly on the 10 + 10 c. Our Sulphur
ARKS
RING POSTMARKS
butterfly, more commonly known as the 'Brimstone',
Ring cancellations with or
is the biggish sulphur yellow butterfly which is
without
manuscript dates. Were
often the first to appear on a fine day in spring.
these
used
only in transit or
It has a red dot in the middle of each wing, but no
receiving
offices
to mark unbladk or any other colour round the edge, and its
cancelled
or
insufficiently
Latin name is Gon epteryx Rhamni. The Pieris rapae
cancelled mail? Or had they any
is the common Small White which, with its cousin the
other uses?
Large White, eats not only cabbages and cauliflowers
but many other things including nasturtiums.
STANDING HELVETIA 2 C.
Although it is really slightly cream colour it is
Mr.Morrison of Glasgow writes
definitely not yellow. W'e have a 'Clouded Yellow'
"
I have for a long time been
(Colias Edus a ) which has a superficial resemblance
trying
to trace the printing of
to the butterfly on the stamp, but could not be misa
variety
of the Standing Helvet
taken for it, and a 'Pale Clouded Yellow' (Colias
ia
issue.
I have found tha -4. 11
hale). I cannot identify the stamp butterfly, but
ue
the
25c.
green
and the 253.
it seems to bear the same relationship to the one on
perf.
llll
(Zum.No.67)
ocear
the 40 + 10 c. of the 1950 issue as our 'Clouded
with a short line in the leftYellow' does to the 'Pale Clouded Yellow'.
hand value tablet and some of
I am completely puzzled over the classificatthem have the top frame broken
ion of the 'Magpie' moth, as I cannot find the Latin
I have a block of 25 (Zum.No.
names quoted anywhere. The moth is the only too
67D) the left hand top corner of
common 'Magpie' or 'Currant' moth, a pest to those
the
sheet of 100. It would be
who grow currants and gooesberries. In every book
helpful
to know whether any memI can find its Latin name is Abraxas grossule
ber
has
a
block or pane from the
It is a member of the family Geometridae or 'Earth
top
or
bottom
right hand corner
measurers', so-called on account of the way the
so
that
the
placing
of this
'looper' caterpillars walk.
variety
can
be
determined.
It
Nor in our classifications can I find the
could
confirm,
what
I
believe
to
Plusiidae group. The 'Red Underwing' (Catacola
be the case, that the final
17775Ta belongs to the Noctuae group. 71 ere is a
plates were entered in 4 quarter
sectionwhLa mesbginPluaomethg,
impressions. The block I have
which includes things like the 'Silver Y', which is
shows that the variety runs down
another eater of cabbages.
the
vertical 4th row. Someç>
Strictly speaking, the 'Rose Beetle' is only
who has seen a lower part of ,;he
a very distant cousin many times removed of the
sheet told me that the broken
'Stag Beetle'. They both belong to the Scarabaeides
frame
line is on the 4th and 9th
but the Chafers are of the family Cetonidae while
stamp
in the horizontal row, but
the Stag beetle belongs to the properly so-called
family of Scarabaei.
this leaves a difficulty because
Sorry to appear finicky, but those collectors
if my theory is correct they
who write up their stamps (as I do) would probably
should come in the 8th horizontal
prefer to use the classifications commonly adopted
row.
in this country. Of course, all my books may be outIncidentally, the first stamp in
of-date, and the group names may have been altered,
the 2nd row (No.11 on the sheet)
but the yellow butterfly is most certainly not the
is the large plate flaw No.12 in
sulphur, and equally emphatically neither of them
Zumstein. If my theory is
are Pieris rape.e.
correct, this flaw should also
occur
in stamps Nos. 16, 71 and
EDITOR'S NOTE;s
I have, of course, given space to
76
unless
it is a single flaw
the above remarks of our distinguished contributor,
in
the
final
plate, which it may
though alas, it seems that Colonel Blyth's books are
well
be.
out-of-date. For instanoe,he will find the Magpie
All this, of course, is subject
moth (as depicted on the 20+1Oc. P.J.Stamp and desto correction if anyone has
cribed by me in the December "News Letter") on page
better
evidence and I should be
288 of the Standard Natural History (By W.P.Pycraft)
most
grateful
if members who had
with its full Latin name,and as a member of the Pyrmade
observations
about these
alidae family. I am astounded that he does not know
varieties
would
get
in touch
the Plusiidae family to which the butterfly depicted
with
me
or
the
Editor
of the
on the 40+1Oc. stamp belongs. He will find a full
"News
Letter".
description in the most recent standard reference
book, °'Moths" by E.B.Ford,F.R.S.,head of the Zoology
Dept,Oxford (published by Collins,1935) on pages 233/234,which includes the Red Underwing and its Plusiidae cousins. But frankly,Idoubt whether stamp collectors will be al
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T-P-0 SHOW AT YORKS GROUP .,.
Mr. R.L. CHRISTIAN TRAVELS FROM LINCOLN TO BRADFORD

On December 7th, 1957, members had an unexpected treat.
Mr. John Highsted, perennial Vice-Chairman, Host and general
watch-dog of the Group, being himself interested in T.P.O's,
had been in correspondence with another 'Helvetia' member not of the Group, but that is not held against him! The date
being convenient for this member, and Mr. Walker kindly
agreeing to stand down with his display of Air Mail Covers,
there was a last minute alteration in the Syllabus, and
instead of the Air Mails, members were delighted to meet Mr.
R. L. Christian, who travelled all the way from Lincoln with
a most wonderful display of his Swiss T.P.O's and Railway
Lore.
This showed not only an intensive study of Swiss Railway Postal History, but also an historical record of the
development of the early railways of Switzerland, indicating
the roundabout routes which were unavoidable in the beginning
of the second half of last century. Mr. Christian has sought
and obtained from the Swiss Post and Rail Administration, old
train schedules, some of which have enabled him to re-construct journeys and trips of the T.P.O. wagons, and members
were fascinated by the markings used on the old lines "NordOst Cahn", of which the father of our late member, Eugene
Eg1m was Goods Manager in Lucerne. The 'second course'
covcl.._d a wide range of markings used in more recent times.
Markings of almost all the train journeys in Switzerland,
including the 'Ambulante' used, it is believed, on the
Then came the 'side lines'.
Centovalli line to Locarno.
Marksofparentlyvrnaowgueandmoutainrlway.
The whole illustrated with excellent photographs of breathtaking beauty.
Members all agreed that this was an afternoon of double
pleasure. Of viewing this remarkable and well-presented display, and of meeting in person that charming member Mr.
Christian, of whom it is hoped to see more in the future.
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PR'S RO

SPECIALITY : SWITZERLAND APPROVAL SERVICE
14 LOW LANE, TORRISHOL}ll]E, MORECAMBE
o-o--o-o-o-o-o

Want Lists Welcome
Tete-beche,
Switzerland Mint.
K1 @ 16/K27 @ 2/9d
_28 @ 1/9d
1/9d
2 @
29 @ 1/9d
3 @ 4/6d
30 @ 2/4 @ 2/3d
5 @ 1/6d
31 @ 2/6d
6 @ 2/32 @
7B @
2/33y @ 3/8 @ 3/S Numbers
10 @ 3/11 @ 20/S2 @ 2/5
@ 3/6
12 P. 11/6d
8 @ 7/9d
13 @
14 @ 7/9d
12 @ 28/14 @
2/15 @ 2/6d
15 CO 9/16 @ 1/9d
16 9
4/6d
17 @ 1/9d
17 @ 4/18 @
9d
18 @ 5/19 @ 1/9d
20 @ 4/6d
20 @ 2/21 @ 1/27 @ 3/6d
22 @ 4/6d
31 @
3/3d
36 @ 4/6d
23 @ 1/9d
24 @ 1/3d
37 @
4/3d
25 @ 5/-

Se-tenant
S44
45
46
47
48

@
@
@
@
@

3/4/8/1/6d I
3/-

Z Numbers

Z1 @
2 @
3 @
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

@
@
@
@
@
@

Z11
12
13
14
15

@
@
@
@
@

@

30/10 /6 d

2/6d
4/3/6d
1/6d
1/6d
1/6d

5 /-

B

38 @ 10/6d

16 @

43 @ 4/-

18 @

6 / 6d
2^6d

Page
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THE SILVER CUP COMPETITION
The winner of the Helvetia Silver Cup 1957, Mr.
E.M.Hamilton, writes:
" I am naturally very
pleased that my submission
of "Hotel Stamps" was good
enough to be awarded the
Cup. It has taken me
years to get them together
How I started them is
rather strange.
A
Scottish customer gave me
a small Swiss collection,
among which were a few
Hotel stamps. The rarest
among them was a St.
Moritz Stahlbad, a stamp
I have never seen elsewhere, even dealers had
none. The late Mr.Hurt
(a specialist in these
stamps) had one, but had
to agree that his was a
forgery. At that time I
did not even know Hotel
stamps existed!"
The Runner-up in the
Competition, Mr. W.R.
Morrison, writes: " I
was most pleasantly surprised to learn that I
had been awarded second
place in the Silver Cup
Competition, and to receive such an acceptable
prize. Like all other
country members, I find
it most difficult to
assess the standard of
competition, and am therefore, doubly pleased to
have some success with my
first entry. I trust
you will convey my thanks
to all concerned with the
running of the competition
and to the Society for the
prize."

And here is a message
from another winner - Mr.
R.A.Hoyle - who won the
award for the third year
running at the competition
of the YORKS/LANCS Group.
He says " These competitions certainly make one
work, but then it wouldn't
be much fun if there were
no work. The standard of
entryfouGpshw
has gone up quite a lot
during the last year or
so, and I suppose we will
find it the same for the
national competitions,
which goes to show that
they are of great use to
the hobby, as well as providing an enjoyable meet;r m
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(Continued)
Switzerland with a population of 294 to the
square mile - or, what is of more practical
significance, of 379 to the sq. mile of productive,land, is one of the most densely
populated countries in Europe, and, considering the poverty of her soil and the distance
from the sea, is actually greatly over-populated. But this problem has been solved by
peaceful conquest s The Swiss have extended
their cramped living-space given them by
nature by creating themselves a huge market
overseas. The Swiss turnover in world trade
places Switzerland third among all countries
in proportion to her population. This is all
the more remarkable as the country, owing to
its land-bound position, has no direct access
to sea-born trade. Yet, Swiss trade figures
are proportionately higher than, for instance
those of Italy, with a population ten times
larger and with many important harbours and
growing mercantile shipping. If we take - as
an instance - the last year of peace, 1938,
Switzerland had a foreign trade turn-over
worth 698 Swiss francs per head of her population, whilst Italy had only 81 Swiss francs,
France 166, and even Great Britain, then the
greatest exporter and shipper in the world,
only 430 Swiss francs per head.

No.l(Twelfth Year)
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EDITORSHIP OF "HELVETIA NEWS LETTER"
At the Committee Meeting on January 9th,
under the chairmanship of Dr.F.H.Taylor,
0.B.E., the Committee accepted with
regret the resignation of Mr.Edward H.
Spiro as Editor and expressed their
thanks for his long and meritorious
service. The Committee appointed Mr.
P.W.C.Stratton as new Editor. Mr.Stratton
will be assisted in the compilation and
publication of the "News Letter" by the
Hon.Secretary, Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley.
Mr.Stratton and Mrs.Rawnsley are taking
over from Mr.Spiro with the next issue,
to be published in February.
SUBSCRIPTION FOR 1958
Members who have not yet remitted the
annual Subscription for the current year
(7s.6d.) are reminded to do so without
delay, in order to avoid interruption in
the dispatch of the "News Letter" and
Exchange Packets., Cheques or Postal
Orders (made out to the "Helvetia Ph}latelic Society") should be sent to the .an.
Treasurer, Mr.A.J.Harding, 31 Somerset'
Way, Ivey, Bucks.
LONDON
G R O U
.o.00.sssssssesssoosssss

Meetings held at the "Swan Restaurant",
Cosmo Place,Southampton Row,London.W.C.2.
It is obvious that because of her geograph- The next meeting will be on TUESDAY S 4tLh.
ical position the countries providing markets FEBRUARY, 1958 at 6.30 p.m. It will be
for Swiss goods are those in Europe. Nearly
a'Members Evening' and members are invited to bring items of interest and/or
seven-tenth of Swiss exports go to European
short displays on any aspect of Swiss
countries. But Swiss world trade has a much
collecting and also material for a
wider scope. The export industry cannot com'Bring and Buy' auction. The programme
pletely finance the demand for foodstuffs,
for the remainder of the season is as
raw materials and manufactured goods which
followss
Switzerland must import. The excess of
Tuess 4th MARCH .. "STRUBELIS"
imports over exports is a normal feature of
POSTMARKS
Tuess 1st APRIL ..
Swiss economy. This "gap" in the trade balAIRMAILS
Tue s s 6th MAY
ance has to be covered somehow, since the
Tuess 3rd JUNE .. Short displays,Quiz,
world is hardly going to present the Swiss
Auction.
people with a gift of many millions of francs
Members are requested to
a year.
bring along material appertaining to the
The Swiss have found ways and means to
displays to all meetings.
balance their economy. Some 30 p.c.
; s sssssasssoossssssssss.sssosssssssossössssssossss 0
of the "gap" is being paid every year
by the revenue coming from the tourists; HAVE- YOU ALREADY GOT
trade. A few million francs are earned
YOUR COPY
by the export of electric power genOF THE FULL EDITION OF THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S
crated in Swiss hydro-power stations
to neighbouring countries. But the
This new Catalogue, the first complete edition `?
bulk of the earnings needed to cover
since 1955, containing 64 pages,497 illustrations
the "gap" comes from Swiss capital
several new features and many revisions, will
investments abroad and the interests
which these investment earn. Proceeds have to serve for at least 2 years. No serious 1
from the transit traffic of the Swiss collector can afford to be without this
11
invaluable guide. THE CATALOGUE CONTAINS -railways, earnings by Swiss banks and
2,110 PRICE CHANGES
insurance companies and interests
i;
(including 1,668 price increases) since the
I
from loans provide more earnings.
publication of the 1957 Supplement.
The capital wealth of Switzerland
is at least partly based on the tradORDER
P R I C E
itional thrift of the Swiss people
plus 3d•post
N 0 W
and partly also on the fact that,
from
owing to the political and economic
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
stability of the country, large sums
(The Swiss Specialists)
of foreign capital are invested in
27 Westbury Road, Woodside Park, London.N.12. j±
Switzerland.
To be continued)
.
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EDITORIAL

0 r

February, 1958.

I know you will all
agree with me when I say
SALVATION ARMY - HONOURED ON SWISS STANP
he 'sorry we are that our
Pre ;t dent, Mr.E.H.Spiro,
This year's set of four Publicity stamps will be issued on
has had to relinquish the
March 5th. It again comprises values of 5, 10, 20 & 40 c., and
editorship of our monthly
during its currency will replace the equivalent values of the
News Letter. He has edited
ordinary postage stamps. Sales will be at all post offices "as
the Letter since its inlong as stocks last", but, not later than until December 31st.
ception over 11 years ago,
One of the stamps commemorates the 75th anniversary of the
and has maintained the same
foundation of the Salvation Army in Switzerland, which is called
high standard of interest'Hells-Armee' in the German-speaking part of Switzerland and
ing and informative art'Armee du Salut' in the French-speaking cantons. The Salvation
icles throughout that perArmy in Switzerland was established only a few years after Geniod, That is no mean feat,
eral William Booth founded it in Britain and was one of the
and one that has entailed
first countries to take up its religious and charitable activa vast amount of effort. It
ities
on the Continent.
is good to know that he
The publicity stamp designs are as follows
will still be contributing
notes and articles for our
5 c. Olive/brown/chamois - Nyon castle with antique column. The
future edification.
stamp commemorates the 2,000th anniversary of the foundThank you, Mr. Spiro.
ation of Noviodonum, a Roman colony for veterans of the cavalry
units of the Legion - a sort of Chelsea Hospital - which existed
.e change of editoras Civitas Julia Equestris on the site of present-day Nyon, a
ship will not mean a
picturesque small town on the shores of Lake Geneva. The design
change of policy, which is
to furnish members with up-; is by Paul Perrot,
to-date information'and
10 c. Green/dark green/red, - is issued to publicise "SAFEL", an
guidance on all subjects
exhibition which will afford visitors a vivid picture of
appertaining to Swiss phil- j the life and work of Swiss-women. Hence the picture of a pretty
ately. Remember, though,
Swiss girl on the stamp, designed by a' woman artist, "Maja
this is YOUR bulletin, and
Allenbach of Berne. The exhibition will take place from July 31
if you have any special
to September 15, 1958,
ideas for new features or
20 c, Vermilion/carmine/Violet - shows the well-known Crossbow
any particular subject you
Swiss' manufactrade-mk,whicsteofalmb
would like to see dealt
tured goods, the 'Made in Switzerland' sign. The stamp, designwith, please let ,me know,
and we will do our best. We 'ed by Rudolf Bircher, of Zurich, commemorates 25 years of the
should like to see far more !introduction of this Swiss trade mark.
articles, new items, results 40 c. Light blue/dark blue/grey/red - is the Salvation Army
of researches etc,submitted
stamp and shows the familiar bonnet worn by female
by members. Please do not
officers and the inscription "75 Ans Armee du Salut" (in French
hesitate to send in anyonly). It was designed by Maja Allenbach, as the 10 as
thing you think may be of
All values aro printed in photo-rotogravure by
interest. Judging by memCourvoisier on granite paper (with admixture of rod and blue
bers' letters, more and
fibres), in four sheets of 25 stamps each per cylinder,
more are finding postmarks
!numbered A-D.
and postal history a more
than interesting branch of
On March 5th the Philatelic Agency will apply first day
collecting. Those will bo
cancellations "AusgaJetag", "Jour d' emission" and "Giorno
specially catered for in
d'emmissione".
E.H.S.
f„+„rn F r?iiiArise
P.W.,S_

8
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One result of the economic situation of Switzer- HELVETIA P.S. AT ISTAMPEM. At
land and the value of Swiss currency, is the strong position ;very short notice - 24 hours to
of the National Bank; whose reserves of gold and foreign
be precise - your Secretary was
currencies was,in 1946, more than 5 milliard. Swiss francs or a,sked to provide a specialised
enough to cover tho total circulation of notes. Since 1945
display for a frame at 'Stampex'
there are 5 big banks, with a balance at the e#46f%1946 of
on behalf of the Society, and we
6.4 milliards. Those are eclipsed by tho 382 &anteal and
are pleased to say that one of
state banks which only do home business and that mainly in
our London members, Mr. J. A.
mortgages, with a balance of 8.9 milliards. To this can be
Lowe, has kindly consented to
added over 800 IRaffeisen 1 banks and 115 savings banks. All loan the shoots on the 1900
those (excluding the National Bank) had at their disposal
U.P.U. which won him commendover 2.2 milliard francs of their UNn and nearly 20 milliard ation at our recent Competition,
francs of foreign capital.
So when visiting the exhibition
;remember
to look for Frame 81.
The insurance business is also an economically
important and lucrative factor in Swiss world connections,
DO YOU KNOW that there are still
owing to its firm roots in Switzerland itself, a sign of
about half our members who have
Swiss reliability and a means of a steady increase of capnot
yet paid their subscriptions?
ital, Apart from the public insurance companies which insure
ARE
YOU
ONE OF THESE ????????????
against accidents and fire, 47 home and 26 foreign insurance
If
so,
please
remit immediately
companies are licensed in Switzerland.. Like the banks they
by
cheque
or
postal-order
(made
are subject to certain regulations and are under state
;payable
to
'The
Helvetia
P1
supervision.
Htelic Society') to the Heil
It is not surprising to find that Switzerland,
Treasurer, Er. A.J.Harding, 31,
with her world trade, tourist traffic, big business and
Somerset Way, Ivor, Bucks.
largo transit traffic, is tho typical country of free trade. SEE TO IT TO-DAY. It's only 7/6d
British free trade was greatly stimulated, by the successful
We extend our thanks to Er. H.
example of the Swiss, and it was only under pressure of the
Katcher for presenting a copy
protectionist policy of the Great Powers that Switzerland
of 'The Amateur Collectorls 1 1958
was forced, against her will, to introduce tariffs. In the
;catalogue
to our Library. We hope
struggle for markets for her goods she has, it is true, one
to
have
a
review of this catagreat asset i i.e. her own need for imports, and it is that
logue
from
the pen of our former
which has enabled her to preserve that world wide living
editor
shortly.
space which she has gained by initiative, industry
reliability and quality.

Although the country has no colonies the econROMANSCH. If the majority of
omic sphere has been greatly helped by those who have
members were asked. "What are the
settled in every corner of the earth. Before the introductofficial languages of awitzer,:.
ion of restrictions, people of all professions and occupatland.?" they would probably reply
ions;enigrated to foreign countries and in general had a
"French,German and. Italian--That
good reputation for hard work t reliability and loyalty toanswer would only be three,exts
correct as ROMANSCH (RHAETO
wards their adopted country. Between the wars about an
ROMANIC) was approved, by a •
eleventh part of the whole population of Switzerland - some
plebiscite, as the fourth nation346,000 - was domiciled abroad. With the outbreak of the
Second World War a large number returned home,some for mili- al language, on 28th February,
1938. This language is used
tary service in defence of their country,others as a result
;chiefly in Canton Graubunden or
of the devastating effects of the wax. According to 1946
statistics there were still 216,235 Swiss abroad,the numbers Grisons. Examples of its use may
be found among the postmarks of
in Europe having decreased more than elsewhere. The Swiss
;• the canton, at the base of the
colony in France numbers some 80,000,that in Germany about
:postmark, i.e. 'GRISCHUN' instea
30,000, in Italy 11,300, while there are still 16,100 in
of 'GRISONS' and ISTAZTUNlinsteac7.
Great Britain, In America the number has been reduced to
of 'STATION'. These marks are
58,510 (in the U.S.A. to 32,000), in Asia to 2344, but the
number in Africa has risen to 9086 and, in Australia to 1560. worth looking for.
(To be continued.
)
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LONDON GROUP: Hon. Sec., Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.
A very successful meeting, on informal
lines, was held on February 4th, when members
brought along a wide range of interesting and
unusual items. Mr. J.A. Lowe opened with a
selection of varieties including the blocked
' A' in FTFT,VETIA, extended 1 U 1 in BUNDESFEIER
and cleft rock on the 1939.Bundesfeier issue;
the broken 'H' in RHEINFAHRT on the 40 c.1954
Propaganda; extended 'H' in HELVETIA on the
40 e. 1954 Pro Juventute and retouch between
'E' & 'L' of HELVETIA on the 10 a. Postal
Coach. Other items were some nice pre-stamp
covers.
Mr.L.H.Osborn followed with some sheets
showing the plating of the Rayon issues and a
good selection of early postmarks, including
parcel post and railway cancellations. Mr.A.J.
Harding then showed a number of the presentation booklets, given by special favour of the
i
P . T.T., items very rarely seen, Mr. J.H.Short's
contribution was to draw attention to the book
'MEMORIAL PHILATELIQUE' with its very fine col-;
our plates, especially the Rayons. Mrs.
Rawnsley concluded with some recently acquired
covers and odd postmarks covering customs,tele-i
graph cancels on stamps, 'T' marks etc.
,

YORKS LANCS GROUP: Hon. Sec., J. A. Eastwood
Whinney Field House, Skircoat Green Rd.,
Halifax.
On January 11th Mr. L. Moore gave a
paper and display on 'STRUBELI - SOME METHODS
OF IDENTIFICATION'. He dealt 'with the circumstances leading up to the issue, the placing
of the first orders with Weiss of Munich,the
delays which gave need to the hurried preparation of the Raven III's and with the recorded modifications after the first printing of
the Silk Threads. As a reminder that the
first Munich samples of the 5 & 40 Rappen
were the subject of complaints because they
ought to have been of the shades of the contemporary Bavarian 6 Kr. & 9 Kr.respectively,
the first and second printings of the Swiss
stamps were shown alongside the Bavarian
stamps for colour comparison.

Mr. Moore illustrated his talk with
sheets of stamps showing the practical u' - Of
the known guides to the various printings:
Obliteration, Impression, Spacing, Paper,
Thread and Colour. One sheet drew attention
to the 'secret signs' on the 5, 10, 15 & 40
Rappen, as mentioned in the Zumstein Handbook
of 1924. Several bisects were shown,includ
ing the only officially sanctioned one of a
half a 2 Rappen used with a whole-one - on a
Following this there was some_brisk_business at the 'Bring & Buy' auction. A welcome i 'Gazette Ticinose' to Italy.
guest on this occasion was our member, Mr. W.
Mr. Moore ended by confessing a small
Davidson,who is shortly returning to S.Africa,
heresy in his doubt of the existence of the
and whose acquaintance we were glad to make,if
Munich second prints of the 10 & 15 Happen
only to wish him 'Bon voyage'.
(Z. 23Aa & 24Aa),or at least of their recogThe next meeting will be on Tuesday, 4th
nition by distinctive shades,but he hopes to
March, when the subject will be 'STRUBELI'. Mr. i .let us have his views in a controversial artL.H. Osborn will open the display and members
icle which might stimulate members to help
are invited to bring further material.
him solve the mystery of the small la's.

Swiss

STfl

WILL BE AT

MARCH 15th -- 22nd - CENTRAL HAIL
(STAND 35)
MR. KATCHER WILL BE PLEASED TO GIVE ADVICE
ALL MATTERS CONCERNING SWISS STAMPS.

;
/

1 /0-ty
OUR 1958 CATALOGUE, JUST ISSUED, WILL BE ON
SALE: 6/9d. (or available by Post, 5d. extra)
A1.74:4„

Many of you have probably seen Swiss
stamps cancelled as per illustration below,
and wondered just what they were. The size is
usually about 50 x 20 mm. It is purported to
be a temporary cancellation issued for use
when the normal obliterator (the circular
date stamp) is away for repair, or otherwise
not available, At one time it was thought
that the marks emanated from railway stations
but as the writer has similar marks from
NIEDERHALWIL, PURA, ST.OYENS, AYER, and other
places which have no railway stations, that
theory must be discarded,
NIEDERUZWIL
-6 11 57

We will refund your entrance fee on producing
this advertisement if your purchase at our
stand exceeds El.
"The Swiss Specialists"
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR, LTD.,
27, Westbury Road, London. N.12.

Has any member got the answer to this,
please? Are they temporary obliterators or
what is their use? It would be very much
appreciated if members who have any of these
marks would let the editor have particulars
of same: size, name and date and any other
rolovex t information .
.
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THE SILK THR

D ISSUES SUJITZ RL°:\J
1854
By Laurence Moore

A Lecture given to Members of the Yorks/Lanes Group.
One helpful thing about our Helvetia Philatelic Society is that when a member volunteers go give a display, or act as discussion leader on a_,•articular issue, even though his
knowledge is rather slight, the fact that a promise has been given impels him to study the
issue anew and to read up all available literature in order to impart his new found knowledge
to his fellow members.
I suppose I have collected the 'Silk Threads-' for around 40 years, and have 'studied'
them for nearly 20 years. Before presenting this lecture, being conscious of my ignorance on
some major points, I have consulted every known authority and read every known monograph in
English, French and (with difficulty!) German, from Mirabaud to Fraulein Kuisel and Broillet,
and have re-examined very closely every stamp in my possession, reversing my previous opinions in several cases. The exercise has been worth while and my knowledge, while not complete,
is at least enlarged. I now present my findings, in the hope that some of my experiences and
discoveries may be of some help to others in sorting out these controversial stamps.
While some of these interesting issues have their own distinctive characteristics,others
are extremely difficult to identify; therefore, a survey of the history of the circumstances
leading up to their issue, and of recorded modification during their production, may be help—
The previous series, commencing with the Poste Locale and the Ortspost of 1850, and
leading on to the Rayon I and Rayon II, was designed to cope with the problem of the different currencies then in use in Sw_t:3orland. As a uniform currency system was to be adopted it was intended to have a new Confederation issue of stamps ready on January 1st, 1852. The
Postal Authorities had been studying stamp producing methods in various countries, and as
security against possible forgery, it was decided to use the Bavarian silk thread paper until
such time as similar paper could be produced in Switzerland. It was, however, intended from
the beginning that the stamps should be printed in relief by the Federal Mint in Berne. The
die was ordered from Herr Voigt of Munich,
Owing to delays in preparation for the Swiss printings, it was decided that the first
impression should be printed at Munich, by Herr Weiss, printer of the Bavarian stamps. So
in October 1851, he was given an order for stamps ofs 5 Rappen in brown, 10 Rappen in blue,
and 15 Rappen in rose—pink. He promised delivery by January 1st, 1852, but later had to
admit inability to do so by that date. The Postal Department, therefore, ordered the issue
of the Rayon III stamps, printed both in Happen and Centime values, which up to that year had
been separate currencies, 5 Rappen equalling 8 Centimes.
On March 23rd, 1852, it was decided to have a stamp of 40 Happen in green for pre—payment
of letters to Germany and Austria. In October 1852, Weiss reported that he had prepared a
certain number of these 4 values and submitted samples. The 5 Rappen, which was to have been
of a shade similar to the 6 Kreuter of Bavaria, was found to be too red a brown and liable,
in bad light, to be confused with the 15 Rappen, The 40 Rappen was also too light a green
and in future was to be printed in a colour at least as dark as the Bavarian 9 Kreuzer. Also
the paper was too thin, but the stamps already printed were accepted. Weiss modified the
colours in the next printing, but continued to use the paper for sometime. The stamps
eventually appeared on 15th September, 1854, although the last delivery from Munich was in
September 18530
Continued
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THE SILK THREAD ISSUES OF SudITZERLAND
The Editor,
ago 1
(Continued from i;7577-Helvetia News Letter.

Dear Sir,
In view of the somewhat scornful remark
concerning my lack of knowledge of the Plusiidae
family. of moths made in the Editor's note to
"The Puzzled Naturalist", (Jan. edition) and of
the inference that my books are so out of date
To save the use of large numbers of that ' my corrections are at least suspect, I must
stamps on foreign mail, a stamp of 1
ask that in fairness to myself you will publish
Franc grey, was issued on February 12th, this reply.
1855. A new printed inland rate of 2
My remarks on the 10 + 10c stamp are up to
Rapper having been agreed, a stamp of
date and correct. The Sulphur, the Clouded Yellow,
that value was issued on July 1st, 1862. and the Pieris rapae are three well known and ..
It was then found that the printed paper completely different British butterflies, while
rate to Italy had been fixed at 3 Rappen, that on the 10 + 10c does not occur in this counand there were no stamps of that value
try. This is a statement of fact and in no way
until the first perforated issue was
controversial.
ready, so it was agreed that bisects
My inability to find the Pyralidae was not due
could be used, half a 2 Rappen stamp
to my books being out of date but to the fact that
being used to make up the value. This
they are members of the Micro-Lepidoptera, in which
was the only officially sanctioned
only a limited number of entomologists are interbisect, and although after a few months
ested. My identification of the Magpie moth was
the Post Office issued notices prohib- 1 absolutely correct, it being a member of the Macro1 Lepidoptera. Eurrhypara urticata (in spite of-'
iting the practice, bisects were used
for a time, with other values not conlate Editor's remarks) is not the Magpie moth, ..ut
cerned with the printed rate to Italy. 1 is one of the larger Micro-Lepidoptera. It is the
fragile black and whitish moth often seen flutterWhen the new perforated 'Sitting '
Helvetia' stamps were issued in October 1 ing among nettles, and its caterpillar may be found
1 in most rolled-up nettle leaves. This is another
1862, public stocks of the 'Strubeli'
were withdrawn and destroyed, but stamps 1 statement of fact and no subject for controversy.
My previous remark was that I could not find the
remained in private hands and so, for a
Editor's classification of the Magpie moths I now
short time, the perforated and impersay that his identification of it was absolutely
forate stamps occasionally were used
wrong.
together.
Regarding the Plusiidae, I have no access to
Next month I will deal with the
Ford's book, but would remind the late Editor that
methods of identification.
it is by no means the only accepted book of reference. I have consulted the latest edition of my
own best book and find that, while some moths have
(To be continued)
been re-classified and now have alternative classifications, the Red Underwing is still shown as
being of the family Noctuidae, sub-order Qu.adrifinae. I am quite familiar with the ten memb€' - of
this group whose Latin names commence with the word
SWISS
STAMPS
"Plusia". I may add that I am more than astounded
that anybo dy venturing to write on such a subject
are best obtained from
should fall into the error of calling this insect
a butterfly.
If, as the late Editor suggested, stamp colleTHE AMATEUR COT,=,ROTOR LTD.
ctors are not interested there seems to be no
Quality and Service are unequalled.
point in publishing such complete descriptions of
the names and classifications of the insects deEvery Wants List receives most
picted; but if such details are published it is
i careful attention and approvals of
surely a part of the Editor's duty to ensure that
the most unusual items are always
the information given is not blatantly inaccurate,
available,
My corrections were offered with a view to being
helpful, but the late Editor's remarks suggest that
any such help is unwelcome.
Yours faithfully,
Have you got your copy of the 1958
J.D.BLYTH.
Catalogue yet?
PS. Indifferent health has at last allowed me to
visit more than one library, and I find that some
If not send 6/9d, + 5d. postage an
authorities further subdivide the Noctuae into
be up to date.
the Plusiidao and the Catocalidae. The Red Under+
wind is one of the latter and not a member of the
-•-.-.-.-.^-.; ij
Plusiidae,
1

The delay in issue was because when the
Berne Mint were ready it had been decided to have another value, the 20
Rappen orange, which was not actually
available until October 24th, 1854.

.

27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park,

London N,12.

J.D.B.
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INTER NMEN T

POSTS

Part II.
By P. W. Stratton
In the previous instalment the general conditions appertaining to Internees
mail were dealt with.
:a0 MILITARY INTERNEES POST. For the collector the postmarks of the Military Internees Post
offer oertainly greater interest and.more scope than those of the Civilian Internees
Post. It would be probably rather difficult to get togethor a complete collection of postmarks on original letters. As fax as is known 345 different hand-stamps were issued by the
Military Internees Section of the Field Post Office, of which 88 stamps were withdrawn. The
military internment camp in the Bernese Oberland was abolished in 1940, and new camps set up
in East Switzerland. Owing to this removal, on the one hand, various stamps were withdrawn,
and, on the other hand, the creation of new stamps became necessary.
With regard to the classification of the marks of the Military Internees Post, four
different main types are distinguishable, of which two main types can be sub-divided in
sub--types •
Owing to the crossing over of, foreign troops into Switzerland on 16-17th June, 1940, the
Field Post Office saw itself faced overnight with a new and very considerable task. A
special Organisation had to be created in order to direct the enormous amount of internees'
mail into the correct channels within reasonable time. Thanks to energetic and far--sighted
measures, the Director of Field Posts, Lt.-Col. Frutiger, succeeded with the help of a small
staff of Field Post Officers in accomplishing the task within the shortest time. Already on
19th June the newly created section of the Military Internees Post could begin operations.
During the first few days of the arrival of foreign troops into Swiss territory and the
marches to the various camps, postal packets from military internees were marked with a
dale lined circle with the Swiss cross in the centre (Fig.].). It soon became obvious ,
hoeever, that this mark did not include the very important indication of
the fact that the postage was free. This stamp was withdrawn after a
few days and replaced with another stamp, which in place of the Swiss
cross contained the wording "Franc de port" (Fig,2). As a result of it s
short period of use, the first mark has become a rarity. The inscription on the first two marks: "Internement de militaires francais en Suisse", cannot have been adhered to literally in use, because it is to be
assumed that postal packets from Belgian and Polish
soldiers were impressed with the same marks. The
second mark was for a time used as an Official
Fig. I
stamp and as a provisional stamp.
After the establishment of the ` carious military internment camps every
camp received its own stamp incorporating the place name, and of these
there are several hundred varieties. These first camp marks with place
Fig. 2.
names can be classified into two
groups, one with sans serif capitals and the other with
sans serif capitals and small letters, both marks with
of the wording "Franc de port" (Figs. 3 & 3a.). In
contrast with the marks of the first two types, all
marks incorporating the place name contain the inscription "Camp militaire d'internement".
The last, and the commonest, type of mark was the
small double-lined circle inscribed "Franc de port",
which can be arranged into three groups according to
the type of place name - the first with the simple
Fig. 3 & 3a.
place name and the Swiss cross (Fig.4), the second with the place name and locality without
the Swiss cross (Fig 4a), and the third with the place name and canton, without the Swiss
cross (Fig.4b).

Fig. 4.

Fig, 4b.
Fig. 4a.
(To be continued )
Note from the Editor *. It has been suggested that we hold a correspondence column in the
News Letter, wherein members may air their views, raise queries on any particular problems
they may have concerning Swiss philately, etc. It is considered that this will help to bring
members more in personal contact with the Society and at the same time bring forth information for the benefit of other members which may otherwise have been unknown. So please let
us have your letters and queries, but confine the questions to those which are not answerable
from the standard catalogues etc, and please keep them as short as possible .
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LONDON GROUP: Hon. Secretary; Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec.,J.A.Eastwood
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.
Whinney Field House, Skircoat Green Road,
Halifax.
The ever—controversial subject of the
The
'SWISS
QUIZ'
has
become
an
annual feature ,
'Sitting Helvetia Imperf' — the 'Strubelisl
and
on
Feb.
8th,
those
members
who
braved a
- was debated at the meeting held on March
shocking
blizzard
endeavoured
to
answer
questions
4th. Mr.L.H.Osborn opened the proceedings
connected
with
Swiss
Philately.
with a display of the various issues,class-ified according to Zumstein, and in fine
In the absence of Quiz Master A.C.Wilson,each
condition. Postmarks are often of great
member brought 3 questions which he put to the
value in deciding the various groupings and others. Some 'questions' were in the form of
here were many examples of the various
fragments of stamps for identification, or
types of 'barred lozenges' and the later
stamps (and postmarks) in normal and variety.
circular cancellations. A bisect of the 5
One series was of photographs of scenes which
Rp. used from Geneva was among the items
appear on stamps but taken from unusual angles.
shown on cover.
J. H, Shor t followed
Another asked what 3 individuals (whose heads
with a further display, and explained his
only were shown) held in their hands.
reasons for the method of classification,
Chairman Robertshaw provided the prizes, which
decisions reached after close consultation
were
greatly appreciated and absolutely appropof the works of Zumstein, Broillet, Sefi
riate:
Winners (and prizes) were as follows: 1st ,
and other writers. As before, emphasis was
R.A.Hoyle
(Prize: The Centenary number of the de
laid on the importance of postmarks and
many examples were shown. Among a number of la Rue Journal); 2nd. L. Moore (a lovely litho
of a watercolour of the Mont Blanc massif by Carl
interesting covers was another example of
Ritter);
- 3rd. H,A.Somerwell (a list of the initthe Geneva bisect.
ials of the Swiss private railways). Mr. Gullis
was envied in winning the 'Booby' prize — a-'"`
The next meeting will be on Tuesday,lst of Johanna Spyri's 'Heidi' — given by Mr.
April, when the subject will be 'POSTMARKS' Highsted.
Members are invited to bring along items of
interest.
WHO'S WHO ON SWISS STAMPS
Doing good work on behalf of the Hel—
GENERAL THEOPHIL SPRECHER VON BERNEGG
vetia, Mr. R.L.Christian of Lincoln,visited
Ilford P.S. on 1st March, deputising for
(1 8 50 — 1927)
Mr. P.W,Stratton, who was unfortu_.tely i
Born at Maienfeld (Engadine). Educated at
Mr. Christian gave a masterly display on
Basic
School of Arts and later at Garman UniverT.P.O.s by means of Swiss stamps, tracing
sities,
where he studied natural science,forestry
the development of the railways and postal
agricultural and national economy. At age of 20,
facilities, the various types of postmarks
following the death of his father, returned to
used on the Federal railway system and fin—
the family estate at Maienfold, where he took up
ally, and probably most interesting, the
vine culture and horse breeding. Also became a
cancellations of the many still existing
member of the Council of Maienfeld and held
private railways, the whole admirably ill—
office as President of that city for 21 years. As
ustrated by means of maps.
President of the administrative council of ; 1—
ways, he directed the construction of several
lines in the Engadine. In addition he devoted a
SWITZ ERL AND
considerable part of his time to the Federal
AIR STAMPS - MINT
Army; in 1902 became D ivisional Colonel and
Commander of the Gotthard fortifications; 2 years
Zum. 1 at 77/6d., Zum. 2 at 18/later was head of the 9th Division, covering
Zum, 19/25 Overprinted values at 15/Central Switzerland, Glarus, Grisons, Tessin and
Zum. 26
1938 Pro Aero used on cover
the Valais. His far—sightedness and great knowat
ledge
of the geography and topography of the
:Zum. 27/34 1941 Definitive set at 39/country
was put to good use in the re-organis
1941 Pro Aero at 6/
;Zum. 35
ation
of
the army and building of fortifications .
;Zum. 36
1943 Pro Aero at 6/In
1914,
at
the outbreak of war, Ulrich Wille
:Zum. 37/40 25th Anniversary of Swiss
was
appointed
General of the Swiss Army and
Air Mail at 1 3/ 6d.
Sprecher
became
Chief of Staff, which post he
Zum. 41
1946 Pro Aero at $
retained
until
his
retirement in 1919. Even then
Geneva to New York Flight
Zum. 42
he
maintained
his
relations
with the leaders of
at
3d
other countries and Swiss politics never ceased
''Zum. 43/44 19 48 New colours at 10
to interest him. In order to be able to express
Zum. 45
1949 Pro Aero at 7/6d.
his cpinions freely he renounced the pension to
SPECIAL OFFER: 10 different Swiss
which he was entitled. He died in 1927, aged
Stampl ess covers at 35/
ii
77 and is portrayed on the 5 -a 50. of the 1950
1
Pro Juventute issue.
'•s Wa;nts Lists welcome .. New Issue Service
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THE SILK THREAD ISSUES OF SWITZERLAND 1854 - 62

Part II.
By Laurence Moore
One of the main difficulties in this issue is to sort out the various
types. There are several ways in which this can be done and the following may be helpful:
1. Identification by differences in impression.
The generally accepted difference of impression between the Munich and Berne prints lies
in the fact that while the Munich printing was on pre-dampened paper, with a better absorpn of ink, the stamps printed later at the Mint in Berne were on dry paper and the colour
remained on the surface, 'floating' as it were, with a slightly blurred effect. This is
apparent even in the case of the first Berne printing on llthan.ich paper.
Munich prints are mostly fine and clear. The lozenges in the background stand out quite
clearly, every line discernible, even right up to the figure of Helvetia on all sides. Any
'dotting' in the solid coloured portions of the side tablets is fine and even. The Berne
prints on the other hand, often leave the lozenges blurred, particularly near the figure of
Helvetia, which appears surrounded by a ridge of ink, sometimes vide enough to 'shadow' the
figure. The coloured parts of the tablets, though more solid in parts, have white dots in
an irregular pattern. This can also be seen in the tiny corner squares around the fleurettes.
Unfortunately this method is not altogether reliable. There are Munich prints so thickly
inked they are blurred like the Berne ones, and conversely, some of the early Berne prints
on Munich paper are fine and clear. Other methods of identification are , therefore,neaessary.
2. Identification b obliteration
While it can only be a rough guide, for there is always the possibility that a stamp remained in private hands for some years before being used, the obliteration can normally determine the time at which the stamp was used. From 1854-1857, the official obliteration of
stamps was by the grilles, P.D. or P.P. etc. From 1857-1862 cancellers with the names
.(
of the sending office were used. These may be circular date stamps or straight line. Unfortunately the rule was often broken and many stamps of the earlier period were cancelled
by this latter method, but the normal cancellations are as indicated and this kind of classification by obliteration usually enables the student to sort at least into the early or lat
issues. Both the Munich impressions should be found only with 'dumb' cancellations (grille,
P.P.etc.) as also the first of the Berne printings. The second Berne printings, on Munich
paper, with various coloured threads, may carry either 'dumb' or 'named' obliterations, but
the next Berne printings, with various coloured threads on Zurich paper, will only be found
bearing 'named' types of oancella;;a.ons. This naturally also applies to later Berne prints
with green standard thread.
3. Identification by spacing
Towards the end of 1856 the newly installed printing presses at the Berne Mint made it
possible to print in sheets of 50 instead of 25 as hitherto. This meant the °lichees had t o
be closer together. About the same time the Mint received the first deliveries of Zurich
paper. While the Munich printings and first Berne impressions gave spaces of 2 mm. between
the °lichees, there was practically no space between the stamps printed in sheets of 50.
This brought complaints, so later in 1857 a space of 1 mm. was left horizontally and vertic
ally. Therefore, stamps on the Zurich paper are either without spaces or with narrow ones
of 1 mm,, but stocks of Munich paper (green thread) carried over at the time of change,
meant that either the wide or narrow spacing may be fend. However, it is obvious that the
2 mm. spacing is only on Munich paper, whether printed in Munich or Berne. This is a very
useful means of identification and while a pair or larger block is easy to check, even a
single copy very often on one side at least, shows the space and frame lines of the next
stamp.
(Continued on Page 2 )
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LL ciBOUT SLITZFRLflND
The problem of how to support a population of 4- million, only 3/5 of whom can be fed on the pro duce of their
on soil, has made the Swiss look far afield in trade,
commerce, and the manifold economic activities in which
they have proved their worth. Yet they have by no means
abandoned the land. Agriculture and forestry account for
1/5 of the wage-earners, together with their dependents
they make up 1/4 of the population. Large estates are
entirely unknown in Switzerlaz d. The holdings are mediumsized to small. Out of a total of 238,481 farms, only
2675, or not more than 1% have more than 75 acres of land
28 9 154 have less than 1 acres and 72,441 have between l,*
and 7i acres. Thus more than lO% are small holdings,
rather than farms and of the remainder more than 1/3 are
small farms.

April 1 58 No. 4 (12th Year
THE SILK THREAD ISSUES OF 1854/62
Continued from Page 1)
4. Identification by thread.

Throe distinct periods,can be
noted in the history of the silk
threads. At first they were of uniform colour, which the official
texts describe as blue-green,while
catalogues often call it dark
emerald. In 1855 paper with a different colour thread for each value
was used, but these stamps, were
not current until 1856 or 1857.
Two years later the green thread
was again adopted as standard for
all values, except the 1 Franc,
but the new green was lighter and
brighter than the cr iginal thread.
The agricultural pre ducts are as varied as the land
New stamps 9 however, were not put
and soil. The import of cheap grain from countries where
into circulation until stocks of
natural conditions are more favourable, has caused the
the old ones were exhausted; thereSwiss to turn to cattle-breeding and to convert their
fore, stamps of the uniform green
land into pasture. Cattle for breeding purposes are a
thread were used long after the
very important Swiss export. Pigs and horses, the latter
adoption of the various coloured
a speciality of the Franches-lontagnes in the Jura, have
threads. The thread of the 5
greatly increased. The average annual production of
Happen was so pale a yellow, ceh162,400 tons of meat is sufficient to cover the country's
trastod with the brown of the
need, and the same is true of milk production. It was the
stamp, that it was agreed that this
two World Wars and the emergency created by the difficult- paper should be used only for the
ies of importation which brought farming into the forestamp least in demand, the 1 Franc,
ground again and led to the decision to keep 750,000
and that the 5 Happen should have
acres permanently under cultivation.
a black thread, although it was
1857 before this appeared.
A prominent branch of Swiss agriculture is the cultivation of fruit. In 1946, when the total proceeds from
TO BE CONTINUED.
the land amounted to 2 milliard francs, nearly 1/10 was
accounted for by fruit-growing, an industry whose products are being steadily improved. Certain kinds of orchard fruits are exported, as well as fruit products such
For -the most comprehensive
as pectin. Switzerland has led the way in finding means
Approval service of Std. ss stamps
available in this country
of using fruit, especially in the manufacture of cider
contact
and fruit syrups. Vine-growing is carried on in certain
districts, particularly on the lakes of Geneva, Neuchatel
and Bienne, in the canton of Valais, on the lake of ZurTHE
ich, in the Grisons and Ticino. Farm land is found at an
almost unbelievable altitude; on the sunny slopes of the
The enclosed leaflet is a
Valais Alps grain is grown as high as 6,500 ft. above sea
complete guide to the sections
level.
Stamps are neatly
available.
Another important factor is the decentralisation of
mounted in booklets or on special
urban elements and the absence of big towns and industcards and priced individually.
rial regions. A comparison with other countries brings to
The 19th century material is
light the interesting fact that in Switzerland, which has,
mounted in such a way that
after Belgium and England, the highest employment figures,
collectors have the choice of
a large percentage of the population - 67% - live in comseveral copies, priced according
munes of 10,000 inhabitants or less, i.e. in predominan
to condition.
rural. settlements. Only Sweden shows a higher percentage
- 72%. In Britain not more than a quarter of the populaTIME REALLY IS NO FINER WAY
tion live in such settlements. The rural character of
TO COLLECT!
the Swiss has developed to a large extent because indusSubscribers to this 'News
try began with cottage industries, and as the mechanisaLetter' need not furnish the
tion of the factories progressed, they remained on the
references otherwise required.
spot, where skilled labour was to be found. This is
shown particularly in textiles and watch-making. There
127, Westbury Road, Woodside Park,
are districts in which the number of workers employed is
London. N.12.
far greater than that of the local population, who travel
to and from their work by public or private transport. It
is not only a great social advantage to Switzerland that
NOTEg The review on the 'Amateur
her working population has been preserved from mass seta
ollectors! Catalogue has been
C
small
tlements, but also a political necessity for
held
over until next month.
country, where the greatest possible number of inhabitants
must be, in the fullest sense of the word, citizens.
Ed.
(To be continued)
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IN TERNMENT POSTS
By P. Stratton.

Part III (Conclusion)

In the previous instalment the postmarks of the Military Internees
Post was dealt with.
C. CIVILIAN INTERNEES POST. The postal packets of civilian internees, which also enjoyed
free postage, were all impressed with the same mark (Fig.5). The
civilian internees were not accommodated all together in camps
but were lodged in various parishes in the canton of FREIBURG. In
Franc de port
contrast with the military internee, who had to deliver his mail
Interne civil
to the- Field Post official in the camp, the civilian internee
handed in his letters at the Federal Post—Office in the parish in
Fig. 5
which he lived. The postal official then sent the mail from the
civilian internees, without marking it in any way, to the Letter Office at BERNE, where it
was postmarked,
The incoming mail for civilian internees, after being censored and postmarked at BERNE,
was sent to the Central Office at ROIWNT, from whence it was forwarded to the addressees.
At first on an average of 300 postal packets arrived at the BERNE Letter Office daily,
but this number dropped considerably, and about October, 1940, all civilian internees were
sent home to France and the Central Office at ROMONT suspended its activities.

D. MISCELLANEOUS.

The postal packets from military and also Civilian internees were
subject to censorship. The censored items were marked with a numbered stamp. This censor
stamp is invariably in the form of a three figure number, usually in purple, on the front
of the packet near the postmark,
—. It was strictly prohibited to postmark Swiss postage stamps with the internees' mark.
, rule was not completely adhered to, as I have covers with cancelled Swiss stamps on
them which went through the post in the normal way, certainly not cancelled to order, and
one can only assume that negligence on the part of a postal official was responsible.
The small bar postmark with a place name which is occasionally to be found on civilian
internees' mail is of an unofficial nature, e.g., "Evacuation civile—CHATEL—St.—DENIS". It
must be assumed that a postal official wanted to lighten his own work by applying this mark
to the internee's mail before forwarding it to the Letter Office at BERNE.
The Central Office for the Civilian Internees Post at ROMONT marked its own official
mail (to BERNE) with a rectangular mark, measuring 40 x 9 mm., inscribed in two lines,.
"Courrier des Internes Civiles".
This is a very scarce mark.
E. INTERNMENT CAMPS IN LIECHTENSTEIN.
Before leaving this short article on the Swiss
Internment Camp Posts, a word must be said about the marks of the Military Internment Camps
in Liechtenstein, as they used one mark which was inscribed "MLi.lit,r—Internierung In der
Schweiz" with the Swiss Cross in the centre and "Portofrei" above. This is different from
any used by the Swiss Camps, and was used at SCRAAN and RUGGELL. It is illustrated at
figure 61 This is a very scarce mark, indeed the catalogue price in 1953 was Sw,Fr.25O!
The regulations for the camps in Liechtenstein were the sane as for the Swiss Camps.
F. RECORDS.

,:\\ o „ ) ,
All Issues Available
also
First Day Covers
Airmails
Miniature Sheets
etc.

Will any member
who has any of
the camp marks
described in the
foregoing article
please let the
Editor have
particulars of
same, quoting
the name of the
Fig. 6
camp, the type
of mark (using the illustration numbers),
The censorship number, and the date if
This will
this can be ascertained.
help us to compile a check list for publication at some future date.

Want Lists receive prompt attention
Thank you.
Send your enquiries to

j.

s. r- RTRONG

•
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme, Morecambe,
Lancs.

The End.
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COVM ITT_ _

London Groups Hon.Sec., Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.

Yorks/Lancs Groups Hon. Sec., J.A. Eastwood,
Whinney Field House,Skircoat Grn Rd.Halifax.

The April meeting, which was well
attended, was devoted to the subject of
POSTMARKS. Mrs. Rawnsley opened with a
display of recently acquired items, ranging
from pre-stamp covers, through the various
types of cancellations - grille, thimble,
single and double circle etc., to a short
study of some 18 different circular cancellations in use on modern stamps. In connection with the recently published article on
the 'Cito' marks, an early Austrian cover of
1580-was included, so that members might
know what to look for.

At their March meeting the Group enjoyed a wonderful display of Mr. C.F. Gysin, of
Basle and Manchester, who is probably one of
the most informed specialists on the Rayons
and their different stones. Mr. Gysin first
projected onto the screen his colour transparency enlargements of the Rayons, etc. One
showed the Rayon I on blue and on white, from
the same stone on the same slide. Then followed Ortsposts, Postes Locales and still more
Rayons - framed and unframed crosses, with
enlargements of the detail to show retouches
etc. One of the gems was a Rayon I on blue
with completely framed cross - the vl. ole
stamp double impression, including two
absolutely clear frames around the cross.
Moving them to Standing Helvetia, he projected his detail slides at terrific enlargement,
showing many retouches and errors, including
the famous 'HELVETIA', one slide filling the
screen with the double 'T' for closer
examination.

Mr. Stratton and Mr. Short followed
with selections of unusual items, including
examples of TZ (Transit Zurich), TF (Transit
Francaise), FD 10 (Fischer par Belle 10 Kr,),
BE (Bern), BS (Bale Suisse) etc., frontier
markings and so on. Among the modern items
Mr. Stratton shoed examples of the very
artistic tourist propaganda marks.
A two volume collection of Swiss Soldier
Stamps, including covers and miniature sheets
belonging to an ex-member of the Sooiety,was
put up for auction and realised £13/10* .
The next meeting, to be held on Tuesday,
6th May - strikes permitting!.- will be on
AIRMAILS. Our Chairman, Dr. F.H. Taylor,
will give the opening display and members are
invited to bring along further material.

.

As Mr. Gysin still thinks no display is
complete without some actual stamps, he then
showed some magnificent and rare covers with
Rayons and Strubeli, followed by a range of
exceptionally large blocks of Standing
Helvetia, including the 40 0. 'no diadem' in
block with normal, and the 1 Fr, in the rare
and this in a mint block of four!
Perf. 12
Altogether one of the most outstanding
displays ever seen in this country.

POSTMARKS
PUBLICITY
Many members are collecting the publicity
postmarks of Switzerland as illustrated along
side,and it has been suggested that we publish a check list of those issued to date.The
collection of -these marks is a very interesting sideline, and as they are inexpensive and
are a comparatively recent innovation, a complete collection is quite possible. Up to
date of writing, 213 have been issued. Some
places have had more than the one stamp, one for the win ter period and. one for the summer.The marks issued up to data are as follows, future issues will be added to the list as they
appear. Where more than one stamp has been issued for the same locality, the secondary
wording will be given as well as the town name.
BURGLEN
BETTMERALP
AIGLE
AARBERG
CADEMARIO
BEATENBERG
ST.JOHANN
ALT
ACQUAROSSA
CADEv1ARIO
Casa di Cur a
BERLINGEN
ALTDORF
ADELBOLEff. Kurort
CASSARATE
BERGUN-BRAVUOGEN
AMDEN
Sport.
CASTAGNOLA
BEX
ANRISWIL 1.
ADELBODEN. Sonnenparadies.
CI3AM
BEROMUNSTER
ANDEER
AESCHI. b.SPIEZ
BIGLEN
ARLESHEIM
BRAUNWAULD
AROSA. Die Schnee etc.
BRIENZ (BERNE)
AROSA. Kinder etc.
BRIG
ASCONA.Lago Maggiore.
BRI; SAGO
Mus.
ASCONA.Settimane
BRIONE
AVENCHFS
BRUNNEN
BAD RAGAZ
BURGDORF
BALERNA
BURGENSTOCK
BAVEN am Urnersee
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Editor's Jottings
It is pleasing to see that this
year's Pro-Patria issue has started another picture series, although
whether the theme will appeal to
many is doubtful, Anyway, after
last year's dull single design
a,
2 it is very welcome.
Can any member help????? I have
a 2 page article on the VERBANO
postmarks of Lake Maggiore which I
should like to put in the News
Letter, but unfortunately it is in
Italian, a language with which I
cannot cope. Is there one of our
members who would be willing to do
the necessary translation please?
The above is a problem which we
are always up against. Several
excellent articles on Switzerland
appear in the Continental philatelic press, but translation difficulties prevent us making full use
of them. We could, of course,
have this done by a professional
translation bureau, but this would
add considerably to the cost of
publication, which is already high
enough. Axe any members willing
to appoint themselves as honorary
translators and help us out,
please ??????????????????????????

1958

This year's set of PRO-PATRIA National Day stamps,
or, as they are becoming called, the "Summer Charity
Issue", will be issued on May 31st.
The set will again consist of five values. The 5 e
stamp, showing a mother and child, illustrates the purpose of this year's National Day collection, the support
of needy mothers. With the other four denominations a
new picture series is started, bearing the title (according to the official P.T.T. description) "minerals, rooks
and fossils". The aim of this series (again quoting the
P.T.T.) is to familiarise the general public with domestic mineral and rock formations.
The 50 value, printed by the P.T.T.printing works
in the rotary line-engraving process on smooth white
paper, was designed by Donald Brun of Basel, as far as I
can trace, a new name among Swiss stamp designers, and
engraved by that veteran Albert Yersin. The remaining
values were designed by Niklaus Stoecklin of Riehen, to
whom we are indebted for the lovely butterflies and
insect series on the Pro-Juventute stamps, and are print..
ed in rotogravure by Courvoisier of La Chaux-de-Fonds, on
white granite per (with admixture of red and blue
fibres.
The designs of the stamps are as followss5 c. Brownish carmine. Symbolical mother with child,
in arms,
10 c. Green/brown/yellow/grey. FLUORITE.

20 c. Red/brownish yellow/grey. AMMONITE.
30 o. Brownish yellow/carmine/grey. GARNET.
40 o. Blue/light blue grey. ROCK CRYSTAL (QUARTZ).
All five values are printed in sheets of 509 the
o. in four sheets per cylinder (numbered 1 - 4), the
other values in two sheets per cylinder (lettered A and
B). While the margins of the 5 o. value bears only the
statement of value, the margins of the other denominations carry the purpose of the issue, statements of value
and the duration of validity, which is from May 31st to
December 31st, 195 8 .
The series will be sold with the usual surtax of 50. for
the 5c.: value and 10c. for the remainder, and will be on
sale until Aug 31st at all Post Offices but until Dec
31st at the Philatelic Agency of ther,T.T. and Mobile
P.Os.
Mail posted by the P.T.T. on the first day of issue
will be "cancelled with a special postmark (illustrated).
PWCS
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ALL ABOUT SWITZERLAND

Continued.
In education the MSS have reached a. very T high
standard, as is only to be expected in a country whose
citizens have such far-reaching civic rights arnd
duties and where, above all, the means of livelihood
depend on skilled and qualified labour. Switzerland
has stamped out illiteracy. There are 7 universities
in this small country, with a total of 14,850 students
and,1330 professors, lecturers, etc. There is further
the Federal Institute of Technology (including the
Institute of Agriculture) with o ver,4000 students and
340 teachers; the School of Engineering at Lausanne,
and the School of Economics & Public Administration at
pt. Gall, with 370 students and a staff of 72. Of the
universities, Basle is the oldest, having been founded
in 1460, Zurich is the largest and Berne follows next,
both date back to the first half of the 19th century.
Out of nearly 15,000 students at these universities
approximately 3300 are foreigners, as are 815 out of
the 4000 at the Federal Institute of Technology, bearing out the good reputation of the country in questions
of higher education.

For those interested in the
U.P.U. issue of 1900 (Zumstein 7779) a very comprehensive article on
the plate flaws and varieties of
that issue is currently appearing
(in German) in the Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung, and can be very
strongly recommazded. Any specialist
who is interested and is willing to
write an article on this issue for
publication in the News Letter may
borrow the Editor's copies on
request.
As a result of our article on
the Swiss Internment Camp Posts, I
have received examples of several
additional types which were not
described. These will be recorded
and illustrated in a future issue.

During the sitting of the
International
Labour Conference
The universities, however, form only the last
Geneve
from
29
April to 16 May anu
link in the chain of educational opportunities. The
from 4 to 26 June a special postmark
country which gave birth to Pestalozzi does not neglect
is being used inscribed "GENEVE
the education of the people, and there is a wide netCONFERENCE INTERNATIONALE DU TRAVAIL".
work of schools financed by the state and under the
direction of the cantons, which every child must attend
for 8 years, followed by the secondary schools. The
For the postmark collector.
decentralisation of the high schools and secondary
New Post Offices recently
schools makes them more accessible and university stat- opened are:istics plainly show that the body of students is reBASEL 25 LUZERNERRING. 1 Apr 58
cruited from all classes of the population. The scatLA CHAUX-DE-FONDS 6 OUEST
tered villages in the mountains, however, are far re17 Mar 58
moved from schools and the children have to walk many
The latter was formerly a
miles to reach them. In the mountain cantons, where
private parcels office.
the families leave their homes in the valleys to go up
Mobile Post Office No.2 will
to the Alpine pastures in summer, the problem has been be visiting the 68th Swiss Philatelic
solved by opening the schools only during the winter.
Congress at SION from 14 -15 June
By concentrated work during the winter months it is
and a special postmark will be used..
possible to cover the whole syllabus, while very often
teachers in such schools take up some other occupation !.
during the summer, such as hotel work. The private
echools and educational institutions have an internatR EVIEW
ional reputation; they are mainly boarding schools and
pupils come to them from all over the world.
The AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S STAMP
CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND
One sign of the high level of education is the
large number of publications and libraries. Not every
canton has a library, but some have more than one;
about 2,3e million books are taken out annually, while
The 7th Edition of this
some 4000 new works are published each year. There are catalogue, now enlarged to 63 pages,
more newspapers in Switzerland than in any other coun- maintains the high standard assoctry in the world; this may be accounted for by the dem- iated with this publication.
The
ocratic character of the government and wide autonomy
usual features have been brought upof the 3107 communes.
to-date, and a new innovation is a
listing of varieties on 'Standing
Then there are museums, historical, ethnological
and natural history collections and public art galler- Helvetia' issues, covering the major
retouches etc., a valuable aid to
ies. These are not only to be found in the university
collectors of these stamps.
towns. Great Swiss artists such as Conrad Witz, Urs
Graf, Niklaus Manuel, the two Holbeins, Buchner, BoeckThe concise listing of the
lin, Vallotton and Hodler are represented in public and various sections, and the inclusion
private collections. People's theatres flourish side by of a conversion table of S. G. and
side with the regular theatres, which in the larger
Z. numbers makes this catalogue an
towns, produce plays and operas of a remarkably high
indispensable asset for the Swiss
artistic value. In the field of music,too,Switzerland
specialist.
has produced international figures such as Arthur Honegger, Othmar Schoeck, and Ernest Ansermet.
To be continued......
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By Laurence Moore

Part III.

Continuing the various methods for classifying these issues, we come tog5. Errors in threads
These are relatively few actual errors in colour. Stamps of all values are sometimes
described as having 'white' threads, but some authorities assert that these threads are
probably natural silk which has missed the dye. The shades are not constant. The carmine
thread may be dark or light – sometimes almost rose. The threads are not regular in thick,.
ness and stamps with no threads at all, or with two threads, are frequently found. These'
occur baoause the intervals between the threads were not always evenly spaced, so that one
row might miss the thread ontirely, while the next row would receive two threads. Or a
thread might break and become detached altogether.
6. Identification by pap er
I have deliberately left this method of classification until last, because I do not
think it helps a great deal. The Munich Hand Made Paper was obviously used for the Munich
printings, and for the first Berne printings with green thread, and also for most of the
printings with various coloured threads. The Zurich per was used for the second prints
with threads of different colours, and naturally on subsequent printings with the uniform
green thread. Therefore, only the later Berne prints ' can be truly identified by paper, and
these are so heavily printed, and of such dark shades, that they present little difficulty
in any case,
The Munich paper, being made by hand, varied somewhat in thickness, although always
mL.
thinner than the Berne paper, which was of a constant thickness, being apparently
machine made. There were, of course, some printings on the very thin (Pelure) paper in Berne,
although it gave bad results and many sheets had to be rejected. Few, in fact, were released,
Indeed it can be said that paper is not a fully reliable guide, and since, nowadays,
it is considered preferable to keep the stamps on piece or on cover, provided the thread can •
be seen from the front, there is little point in lifting the stamp and having to re–hinge it
into position,

7. The 'secret signs'
While not absolutely necessary for identification, except, of course, to distinguish
genuine stamps from the few forgeries which have been attempted, the 'secret marks' are,
nevertheless, interesting and perhaps not generally known, since the only detailed-reference
to them appears in the Zumstein 'Handbuch' of 1924 – without any illustrations! It is known
that the designer incorporated a different secret mark in each of the first four values, as
part of the security against forgery, rather like the Bavarian first 1 Kreuzer black, but not
so elaborate. These signs must not be confused with the 'engraver's marks', which are something different and need not be dealt with here.
-appen, In almost every stamp from the first Munich printing to the last
o of Berne, a white dot can be seen (even with the naked eye) in the mid:.
dle of the upper edge of the cross–bar to the letter 'T' in 'CENTESIMT',
This is never found on any other value.

10 Ra pen. A close look at the first lozenge to the
right of the head of Helvetia reveals an interruption
in the upper right frame, so that the vertical line of shading leading
to it goes straight through to the horizontal line of the next half
lozenge to the right, showing a white right angle. This is usually
visible without a glass, except in specially smudgy prints.

illaamt The

spear point pierces one of the lozenges in the top row. To
the left of the spear shaft are FOUR vertical lines of shading. All other
values have three.
In the middle of the right hand frame
4„0 Rae
p en.
line of the oval in the shield is a heavyish thickening of the vertical, slightly curving green line,
opposite the end of the right bar of the cross.
The frame line to the right of the oval in most other values is left
This mark is not obvious in early light impressions.
rather undefined.
(To be concluded)
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London Groups Hon. Sec., Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
32, Ether, Bert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.

Yorks/Lancs Groups Hon. Sec. J.A.Eastwood,
Whinney Field House, Skircoat Green Road,
Halifax.

Despite the bus strike sufficient
members turned up at the May meeting to
ensure a very successful meeting. The
subject was 'Airmails' and the Chairman,
Dr. F.H. Taylor gave an outstanding display of part of his collection, a virtually
complete array on cover of Propaganda and
Special Flights from the 1920's to date.
A number of the early examples bore special '
vignettes and apart from their general interest and special cancellations, the covers
carried a wide variety of stamps, the whole
constituting a fine achievement. Mr. Max
Uehlinger also showed some unusual covers
and the meeting closed with a general
discussion.

The April meeting took the form of a
joint display by Mr. U.G.F. Gosling and
Mr. G.G. Heaps. The issues covered were the
much neglected 'Cross & Figure' of 1882-1906
(which is so often overshadowed by the
higher value 'Standing Helvetia' of the same
series, and the 'Tell & Tell—Boy' of. 19Q71934. Prefaced by an excellent paper, the
display included a good range of Postal
Stationery with many unusual items and the
stamps shown included many shades and varieties. Newer members present appreciated
this unveiling of many apparent mysteries
connected with these issues and your reporter
expresses the hope that Messrs. Gosling &
Heaps might submit their joint per for
ultimate publication in the 'News Letter'.

The final meeting before the summer
recess will be on June 3rd. It will be an
'OPEN EVENING' and members are invited to
bring along short displays or items of
interest,
CHAMPFER
CHAMPERY
CHESIERES
CHEXBRES
CORSEAUX
GRANS sur—SIERRE
DIESSENHOFEN
DORNACH 1
UJSSNANG
EINSIEDELN
ENGELBERG
ERMATINGEN
FAIN
FIESCH
FLUELI (OBW)
FRUTIGEN
FURIGEN

GERRA (GAMBAROGNO)
GIORNICO
GLIS
GOLDAU
GOLDERN WASSERWENDI
GOLDIWIL
GOLDSWIL
GOSCHENEN
GRACHEN
GRINDELWALD
GRYON
GSTAAD
GUNTEN
GROSSHOCHSTETTEN
HALLAU
'
HEIDEN
HEILIGENSCHWENDI

PUBLICITY POSTMARK.,.
Continuing the check list of
Publicity
Postmarks started
HEMBERG
in
the
April
issue.
HERGISVdIL (NImV°
HILTERFINGEN
HOHFLUH
HOHENRAIN
HOSPENTAL
HUNIBACH (THUN)
HUTTWIL
ILANZ
ISOLE DI BRISSAGO
KANDERSTEG
KEHRSITEN
KERNS
KIENTAL
KILCHBERG
KIPPEL
KLOSTERS DUIF
I OSTERS
o+o -M o+o+I- o+o+o+o+o+o+o+o±o++ - o+o+o+o+o -h o+o+o+o

g*g-3E,%Eâ -34g* *g*g*g#g*
-*?,*; Fg#g3Eg 3* *3*g c. 3;*

To
SW I S S

SWITZEIUAND

COLLECTORS

1919 Peace set at 1/1924 Shield series Zum.163 z-166z at 20/
1924 U.P.U. pair at 1/3d.
193 2 Geneva Conference at 12/6d.
1932 St. Gotthard set at 1/3d.
1934 Landscapes at 9/
1938 S.D.N. set at 9/1941 Historical set at 25/1942 Salvage set of three at 5/
1945 Peace set at 110/19571 Cent. of Telecommunications at 2/3d.

Stamp price increases are on the way —
make sure of ordering before everything
you want costs oven more.

INVEST IN SWISS STAMPS!
Approval selections of all issues
available on request
from
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park, N.12.
Telephones HlLlside 6857

MINT

Approval selections available to members
of the Helvetia Society.
Wants lists welcome.
S. ARMSTRONG
J.
14, Low Lane, Morecambe, Lancs.
!

1.

editor
STILATT01N1,
60, Regency Street
London. S,ti1.1.
•

" c: otary
1'. .
'1. W'HSLEY, •
32 9 T; thelbar t Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.
Ui 4

.

or . rcacurer ,
1.R. A. J, i11 RDI1NTG,
31,; Som rset Way,
Ivor. .-mucks.

Eon.Exchange Pkt.Supty
MR. 3.11, SNORT,
115, Peppard Ro a d,
Caversham. Reading.
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Now that the collecting of postmarks is becoming more popular, a word about
some of the earlier special postmarks may be of interest. As some of these special marks
are, at first glance, similar to the normal cancellations in use, they may be easily
p---klsed over and the opportunity of acquiring an interesting mark is lost.
The earliest special cancellation recorded, as far as I can ascertain, is
that used at the Federal Shooting Festival at GENEVE in July, 1851, consisting of a
double—lined oval containing the inscription "GENEVE — TIR FEDERAL — 1851" in three lines.
Some doubt has been expressed regarding the authenticity of this mark and forgeries are
said to exist. An illustration of it appears in Emmenegger's on a piece alongside a
Waadt 5c.
In 1883, a special cancellation for the franking of postage stamps was used at
the National Exhibition at ZURICH. This consisted of an oval with the words
"LANDESAUSTELLUNG ZURICH" round the oval and the date in a straight line across the
middle (Fig. 1).
At the 6th Swiss Agricultural Exhibition at BERN
Mail posted
in 1895 a special post office was installed.
at this office had a cachet applied alongside the stamp
reading "BERN — AUSTELLUNGSPLATZ". This was not used as a
cancellation.
Two different cancellations were used by the two post
offices installed at the Swiss National Exhibition at GENEVE
in 1896. They are very similar to the normal postmarks in
use at the time, but can be recognised by the wording at the
foot, which in one case reads "VILLAGE SUISSE" and the other
Fig. 1
"EXPOS.NATION" (Fig.2).
On the occasion of the National Singing Festival at BERN in 1899, a special cancellation was used which read "EIDGN.SANGERFEST" and the date below. In addition, another
mark — "FESTPLATZ" in violet — was applied next to the stamps.
This was a
A special cancellation was used for the 25th Jubilee of the U.P.U.
highly decorative mark and can be easily recognised by the wording.
The International Postage Stamp Exhibition in BERN in 1910 also used a special
cancellation (Fig.3)
In addition to the above, there were a number
of cachets used, not for franking purposes, but
applied alongside the stamps, denoting the special
event at which the mail was posted. Although not
strictly postmarks, they do, by virtue of having
been applied by the post office, come within the
scope of special postmark collecting, and are on
a par with the present day cachets applied by the
three Mobile Post Offices which regularly visit
Fairs, Fetes, Festivals etc. ,
Fig.3
Fig•2
There were numerous other special marks used before 1900 for various Gymnastic and
Shooting Festivals, andwhich are well worth watching for. Some of these marks were
used on more than the one occasion, the only difference being in the dates. For instance,
The International Shooting Festival used the same decorative mark in 1896, 1899, 1901,
1907 and 1911.
To enable us to keep our check lists as accurate as possible, I should be grateful
if any member who has any of these marks, could let me have particulars, together with a
tracing, if possible.
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CONGRESS JO TTINGS-Impressions
of a day at Folkestone
Up with the lark - or so it seems - and off to
Charing Cross. After l hours arrive at Folkestone —
nice to see buses still functioning - and make way to
Grand Hotel, Congress Headquarters, beautifully situated on the Leas Cliff. Report at office and obtain
delegate's badge and have pleasure of meeting the Hon
Org.Seo.Miss B.Gilbert de la Mare (a former Helvetian),Miss D.Lammin and Mrs.E.H.Cox (members), all
coping nobly with the 101 tasks connected with such a
function. Meet more old friends and have a look at
exhibition,with particular emphasis on our Society's
displays. Congratulations to Mr.J.A.Lowe (London)
and Mr.R.A.Hoyle (Halifax) for their excellent contributions on the U.P.U. and Grimsel Dam varieties
respectively. Many other fine displays, but outstanding is the 12 frame display on the 'Ship-Letter
Story of Kent', by that expert on the subject, Mr.
A.W.Robertson, an original and truly appropriate
tribute, not only to Congress but also to the hosts,
the Cinque Ports Philatelic Society.
After lunch join party to visit Messrs.Pfizer
(manufacturers of anti-biotic drugs) at Richborough.
Weather glorious, a frisky wind but brilliant sunshine, sparkling blue seas and the white cliffs of
France clearly visible. Interesting tour, at end of
which strong efforts are made to convert our guide
from science to philately! Return journey by way of
Deal and Dover, with their holiday atmosphere and
sturdy castles, reminders of turbulent days. According to Delegates' list other fellow Helvetians are
present,but alas no opportunity to make their acquaintance - tempus fugit - must leave the friendly
atmosphere and lovely surroundings for return journey, a slow train stopping at so many small places
and for so long, one wonders if w e are delivering the
milk at the same time. At end train suddenly picks
up speed and pants into Victoria as if to imply it
had kept up that pace all the way - which it hadn't22 hrs this time. Home at last,after a long,full,but
truly memorable day. Lucky delegates at Folkestone!
E.J.R.
This Year's
on

SUMMER DISCOUNT

SWISS Stamps is

1 2 ?://c':

IT APPLIES T 0 ALL PRICES IN OUR 195 8
CATALOGUE * AND ALSO TO THE APPROVAL
SERVICE, IF YOUR ORDER REACHES US BETWEEN

JUNE 17!-1
(both

n U G r ST 9 -I."

and
dates inclusive)

!!! 12'N equals a saving of 2/6d. in the £ !!!
Be doubly wise and forestall the usual autumn
price increases by filling gaps not only at present
prices but substantially below them!
Please order early ... the vastly increased
volume of overseas orders near the end of the
Discount Period causes delays.
The Swiss Collector's "Must"
only 6/9d. + 5d. Post. Has to
last 2 years! ORDER NOW!!!
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
(B.P.A., P.T.S.)
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park, London, N.12.
'Phones HIL. 68 57

The Editor hopes to be away on his
well earned summer holiday from 18th
July to 9th August. No letters during
that period, please.
The 1957 Pro Juventute issue will
cease being valid for postage on
30th June 195 8 .
From 30 Jun to 8 Jul the 11th
Congress of "UNIPEDE" (Union Internationale des producteurs et distributeurs d'energie electrique) will be
held at Lausanne. Mail will be
cancelled by the normal Lausanne 15
postmark, but will, in addition, have
a cachet applied denoting the occasion.
Has any member got a copy of the
following publication?
"ABGEKURZTE VORPHILATELISTISCHE^,
STEMPELN" by Hermann Deninger c
Frankfurt.
If so, W uld he be willing to lend
it to me for a very short period. Or
if anyone knows where I can purchase
a copy for the library, that would be
better still.
Another Swiss collector!!!!
I understand that our fellow member
and advertiser, Mr.J.S.Armstrong, has
recently been presented with a son.
Many congratulations.
Next month we commence an article by
Mr.E.N.Hamilton on "SWISS HOTEL POSTS".
This article contains a lot of new
information about these stamps, including items not mentioned in the ca
ogue.

AUTOMOBILE POST

OFFICES

These are fully equipped post offices
which are capable of carrying out all
the normal functions of a static P. 0.
They are used at Festivals, Fetes,
Exhibitions, Air Meetings etc.
The first one was brought into use
on 12th March, 1937 at the International Automobile Saloon at Geneve, and
was known as Auto. No. 1. This auto.
had 116 assignments prior to the entry
into use of Auto No. 2 on 11th February
1938. Auto. No. 3 was brought into
operation on 30th March, 1940.
In the first 10 years of their use
these Autos attended 418 functions,
at each of which a distinctive cachet
was used.
Although a special stamp has been
issued for use at these Autos, its
use is not compulsory.

June l28
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THE• SILK THREAD ISSUES OF SWITZERLAND 1854 - 62
By Laurence Moore

(Conclusion

The last - suggested method of identification

wide
The coloured plates in the booklet by Fraulein Kuisel are remarkably true to shads,
and can be of great help as a standard of comparison. It must be remembered, however, that
the shades presumably are as bright as when the stamps were printed. Most of the available
specimens have been through the post, bear smudgy cancellations, and in any case are now
about 100 years old and show signs of the ravages of time - use, mis-use and abuse! The
effects of bad storage are often apparent, oxidation and marks from damp all affecting the
colour tones. Particularly difficult and rather fugitive in colour are the 15 Rappen pink
and the 20 Rappen yellow/orange. Identification of the latter is at least simplified by the
fact that there were no Munich printings of this value. As stated previously the darker
shades of the later Berne printings are faily easy to spot, especially the 5 Happen grey/
brown and the 40 Happen green. The 10 Rappen blue is very difficult to identify by shade
and is also very difficult to place by impression, but with practice it can be done.
Where shade is most important, in fact the only guide, is in spearating the two
Munich printings. The 5 Happen orange/red/brown could be confused with the 15 Happen rosepink in bad light, and it should be remembered that the second printing was near to the shade
of the Bavarian 6 Kreuzer; also that the first 40 Happen was too yellow and ought to be like
tl-e Bavarian 9 Kreuzer. If possible try to find copies of the Bavarian stamps and compare
t_ em this should help at least to identify the second printing of these -two values. But
the first impressions must be compared with known genuine copies. Once seen, their distinctive shades are quite unmistakable.
Here the writer confesses to a little heresy. As Swiss specialists we accept the
invaluable catalogue of Zumstein as our authority, so it is with the greatest temerity that
I say I am not fully satisfied that there is any difference between the various Munich printings of the 10 Happen blue and of the 15 Happen rose. Zumstein, and some other authorities,
quote the only difference as b Bing that while the first impressions w e re of a matt colour,
the next printings were of 'stronger' (brighter?) colours. Yet the Federal archives and all
available records fail to mention any complaint by the Swiss postal authorities about the
shades of these two values. There were several deliveries by Weiss, but there is no record
that there was any variation either in colour or paper. It would seem that I support
Frdulein Kuisel in this, for she shows only one Munich 15 Rappen, in a strongish carmine
shade and only one 10 Happen in ultramarine. I have in the past bought from specialist
dealers stamps marked Z.24Aa and 23Aa, but have to admit now, after years of study, that I am
unable to satisfy myself that the small 'a' is justified.
If I am right, surely this unnecessary classification should be abandoned. If I am
I do not
vrg, perhaps some member will be good enough to give me the clue to recognition.
pose as an expert in these issues, but have studied them s f ficiently to want good evidence
to prove the existence of the mysterious 'Aa's'.
In closing I should like to make some mention of the literature on this subject. Thi s
is fairly extensive but special note should be made of the' booklet "Les Rappen-Methode
Pratique de Classement' by H. Broillet (Imprimerie St-Paul, Fribourg, 1943). This booklet is
precisely what its title suggests - a practical method of classification„ It is certainly
most helpful, and is a typical product of the precise and methodical Swiss mind, although to
me - an unmethodical Britisher - the system seems rather unnecessarily complicated. The
idea is that you feed in the unsorted stamps and they come out at the other end (rather like
a sausage machine) classified into the six main printings. Broillet even feeds into his
'machine' the easy stamps like the 1 Franc and the 2 Rappen. His first classification is by
obliteration and I have already shown how misleading this can be. He checks on impression,
on peer, and he uses Fraulein Kuisel's colour chart as a further check. But, at the end of
the booklet he admits the difficulty of identifying the 10 Happen, and then only by impresslam, and states that proficiency in separating the Munich from the Berne early prints can
only be acquired by patient practice!
However, the booklet is an indispensible guide to the serious student. Broillet
assumes some knowledge on the part of the reader as a pre-requisite. He gives a very brief
survey of the history of the issues and the known facts in two short pages, - and most readers
may find that they have to consult other works of reference. Nevertheless, to those who
have been groping with the 'Strubeli' for .many years, this booklet is a great boon. Not
necessarily for the whole system of classification, but for the exceptionally brief, clear
and unmistakable way in which he lists the salient features and differences
..
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Notes Copies of the Broillet booklet are available in both the London & Bradford librarie
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London Groups Hon. Sec., Mrs,E.J.Rawnsley
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.

Yorks Lanes Groups Hon. Sec., J.A. Eastwood,
Whinney Field House,Skircoat Green Rd,Halifax

The continuing bus strike kept some
members away from the closing meeting of the
present session, held on June 3rd„ Nevertheless itWas gratifying to see more present
than on the previous occasion.

An exceptionally well-attended Annual General
Meeting on May 10th resulted in the election
of the following Officers for 195 8/59 -

Chairmans R.C. TYREMAN; Vice-Chairmans
J.N. HIGHSTED; Secretary, Treasurer & Group
It was an 'Open Night , when members were Packet Supt. J.A. EASTWOOD; Librarians
invited to bring along items for display.
H.W. ROBERTSHAW; Hon. Translators U.J.F.
The Chairman, Dr.F.H. Taylor, showed the
GOSLING; Translation Advisers E.M. HAMILTON;
remaining portion of his 'Air Mail Covers'
Hon. Copyists J. WALKER; Publicity See'ys
and thus rounded off a most excellent disL. MOORE; (Local Press)s F. MYERS.
play; Mr.P.W.Stratton demonstrated some sugIt was agreed to expend the small surplus
gested methods for mounting postmarks,slogan
fund
on books for the Group Library.
and mobile post office cancellations, & Mrs.
E.J,Rawnsley gave a small display on the
Members of the Group took great pleasure
in presenting a table lamp to Mr. & Mrs.
'Sitting Helvetia - 1862-821. The remainder
of the time was used for discussion and pro- Highsted on the occasion of their Silver
posals for the next season's programme.
Wedding.
Meetings are now adjourned for the summer
SYLLABUS 1958/59
recess and will resume on Tuesday,OCTOBER 7TH
All meetings at the residence of Mr. Hignsted
The Annual General Meeting will be held on
on Saturdays at 2.15 p.m.
November 4th and the Fourth Annual Cup
Competition on December 2nd. The full proOct. 11 - Chairman's Display
gramme will be published shortly.
Nov. 8 - Group Annual Competition
Dec. 6 - 'New' Members' Displays (those
who have not previously shown)
Congratulations to Mr.L.Moore, stalwart
of our active northern Group. We hear that
Swiss Postal History - L. Moore
Jan.
his entry on 'STRUBELI' won the 'MARY KEITH' Feb. 10 - Air Mail & Other Covers - J.Walker
7
Cup (2nd Place) in the. Club Competition
Swiss Quiz - A. Gal/is
Mar.
7
organised by the Yorkshire P.S. Although
U.P.U.
1900 - E.M. Hamilton
Apr. 11
entered in the name of the Leeds P.S., the
Annual
General
Meeting
May. 2
Yorks/Lancs Group of the Helvetia P.S. has
'Extra Mural' items will include Group disnow become affiliated to the Yorkshire P.S.,
plays to the Bradford Philatelic Society and
so full credit can be claimed by the
to the Palestine/Israel Study Group on dates
'Helvetia!
to be arranged.
PUBLICITY POSTMARKS (Continued
KRATTIGEN
KUSSNACHT am RIGI
LAN GENBRUCK
LA NEUVEVILLE
LANGNAU
LAUFENBURG
LAUTERBRUNNEN
LENK I /S
LENZERHEIDE LAI
LES AVANTS
LE SEPEY
LES RASSES
LEUIRBAD
LEit SIN 1
LEYSIN 2
LIGORNETTO
LOC ARNO 5
LUGANO 2 (PARADISO)
LUNGERN
LUTZELFLUH-GOLDBACH
LYSS
LENK IM SIM ENTAL
IAUPEN
MARIASTEIN
MARTIGNY-VILLE

MEILEN
EELS
MENZINGEN
MERLIGEN
MINUSIO
MOHLIN
MONTANA-VERMALA
MUNPF
MURALTO
MURBEN. Sonnenterasse
MURREN. Sonnig & Schnee
MURI (AARGAU)
MORGINS
NESSLAU
NEUHAUSEN
NEU ST.JOHANN
NEUVEVILLE
NYON
OBERAGERI
OBERDIESBACH
OBERIBERG
ORON-LA-VILLE
ORSELINA
PARPAN
PFAFFIKON ( ZURICH

SWITZERLAND
*********************
PROVISIONAL POSTAGE DUES
(Large 'T' in circle on complete covers)
10 cts @ 1/-, 15 cts @ 1/6d, 20 cts @ 1/6d,
2/6d,
25 cts @ 2/-, 30 cts @ 1/3d, 35 cts
40 cts @ 9d, 50 cts @ 1/6d,
Europa 25 cts value @ 1/3d.
Approval selections of the following are
availablesNATIONAL FETE.
PRO JUVENTUTE.
SE-TENANT.
TETE-BECHE.
VARIETIES.
MODERN ISSUES.
FIRST DAY COVERS.
SOLDIER STAMPS.
PRE-STAMP COVERS.
FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
HOTEL STAMPS.
SILK THREADS.
ETC.
ETC.
ETC.
ETC.
Wants lists welcome.
.
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.. -JL.S.Armstrong, 14 Low Lane, Morecambe, Lancs
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PRESIDENT

w , \s"
Editor
112...F.W. STRATTON,
60, Re€;enoy Street,
London. 8.VY.1.

2, Etii(}lb rt
Ilford. Essex.

It is regretted that, due to
circumstances beyond the Editor's
control, it was not possible to
produce the News Letter last
month, and this number is, therefor- a combined July/August issue

LE
Hon. Troaourer
ha. A.J. h ARDING ,
31, Sornor et Way,
r. . okci.

Hon.Exchange Pkt.Supt;
MR. J.U. SHORT,
115, Poppard Road,
Caversham. Reading
.
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STAMP

In view of the importance of the and International
Conference for the use of atomic energy for peacetime
purposes,•which is to be held in Geneve, commencing 1st
September, 1958, U.N.O. authorities in Geneve have requested the Swiss Postal Services to issue a special
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT TO LONDON
stamp to commemorate the event.
MEMBERS.
The stamp decided upon will be a 40 centime value
(being
the normal rate of postage for a letter from
The landlord of the "Swan", our
Switzerland
to anywhere outside the Confederation),
usual meeting place,heving accepted
with
a
design•symbolical
of nuclear fission. The col•
an alternative booking for all
ours
are
blue,
red
and
light
yellow. Size 36 x 26 mm.
Tuesdays, (without reference to us)i
Designer is Hans Schwarzenbachof Berne, and the
has necessitated looking round for
stamp is printed by Courvoisier of La Chaux-de-Fonds
alternative accommodation, or facin rotogravure on white granite paper (with admixture
ing the prospect of being unable
of blue and red fibres).
to hold meetings in the autumn.
Printing is in sheets of 25 with 4 sheets to the
After considerable effort the most
cylinder (numbered A to D).
suitable to be found was Room 31,
Borders will carry an indication of the reason for
Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, W,C., but
again it was not possible to secure issue, value and duration of validity.
It will be on sale at all Post Offices in lieu of
the room for Tuesdays, and we have
the normal 40 c. value from 25th August until 31st
had to decide, therefore, that
cod ncing with our opening date in December, 1958, unless stocks run out earlier, and will
be valid for the same period.
October, the Society's meetings
A special postmark will be
will be on the first.WEDNNESD4Y of
the fir st day of is sue.
each month from October to June
1959 (except January, when we have
no meeting). We much regret the
necessity for having to make this
The following appears in an article in the current
change in the day, and sincerely
philatelic
press on the "Great Britain Centenary Poet
trust that it will not prove too
-marks"
sinconvenient to our members
"SWIZ i.LAND. No special postmark was used in this
in fact we even hope to see some
country, but a commemorative handstruck cachet, in red,
members who have not previously
was
applied to all mail posted on the Autobus plying at
been able to come along on the
Lucerne on May 6th, 1940."
Tuesday.
'
We have no record of this in our reference collection
As before, the meetings will be
Can
any member furnish any further information and let
open from 6.30 p.m.
us have a tracing of the cachet referred to, please?????
My request in the June issue
SWISS PHILATELIC LITERATURE!
for the loan of
Messrs. BILLIG & RICH of New York have recently
"ABGEKURZTE VORPHILATELISTISCHE
published a price list of Philatelic Literature which
STEMPEL" by Deninger of Frankfurt
contains a large amount of Swiss items, including the
did not meet with any response,
recognised rarities. This is a good opportunity to
but fortunately I have been able
make up the deficiencies in one's library as these offers
to purchase a copy from Billig &
do not appear very often. The cost of the list is half
Rich, of New York. A very useful
a dollar, refundable from the first purchase. Anyone who
book it is, too.
wishes may borrow my copy with pleasure.
Editor
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The relatively high expenditure on education it
Switzerland shows most clearly how well the Swiss have
succeeded, as a free Confederation of states, net only
in compensating for the natural poverty of their country, but also in creating a standard of well-being far
higher than mere subsistence level and characterises
the Swiss standard of living as one of the highest in
the world. The greatest cause for satisfaction is
that the whole nation can share in this prosperity and
Blass differences between rich and poor, which exist
in other countries, have been largely levelled in
Switzerland. There is of course, a difference between the meagre livelihood of the mountain peasants
and the life of the well-to-do farmers of the plains
or those in other walks of life. To abolish social
causes of want is a primary aim of the Confederation
and the communes. Social legislation is very old, and
steady social progress is as deeply rooted in the traditions of the Swiss state as in its legal principles.
During the Second World War great progress was made,
particularly in protecting the soldier and his family
from distress. After the war attention was given to
the ideal of a Federal old age insurance and provision for widows and children, such as was partly
provided for in the cantons. The scheme was accepted
by both the Federal legislative bodies in 1946 and
voted for by the people in 1947.
The war tax levied to meet the costs of mobilisation
during the Second World War furnished new figures as to
the wealth of the Swiss people. All property to a
value a over 5000 fr. was taxed and more than 414,000
persons declared property above this limit, the declaration not covering household goods. The net property
declared was 21.6 milliard francs. There are in Switzerland 1.14 million households, with an average of •
3.7 persons in each, so that those paying the war tax,
together with their dependents, represented a good
third of the Swiss people.
The aggregate wealth of the people, according to the
last census, amounted to 77 milliard francs. This,
however, is a minimum figure and does not include all
property values. Only a small part of this wealth consists of natural resources, i.e. land and forests, the
value of which was estimated at about 11.5 milliar d
francs. Everything else is the work of human hands,the
major part being goods and property insured against
fire (56 milliard francs), with 6 milliards for the
premises of transport systems and power stations not
insured against fire.
The average annual income of Switzerland amounted to
10 milliard francs, a good half of which was earned
income. In spite of increased taxation and rising
prices Switzerland has the fourth largest national . income per head of population, coming after the U.S.,
Canada and Great Britain. It is estimated that the
Swiss working class family has on an average a quarter
of its income for the satisfying of needs other than
bare subsistence, which is remarkable if it is consi da.
ered that rents are higher than in many countries similarly situated. The Swiss worker lives in houses
corresponding to the high standard of . living in the
country. By intense productive labour,compensation has
been gained for the natural poorness of the country,
changed it into a rich one and made the wealth produced
accessible to an ever-increasing number of people. The
political factor has had a decisive influence insofar
as Switzerland has been able to avoid wasting her
strength in political adventures and has protected herself from ruinous military e bro'lments,
to be continued)
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ODD JOTTINGS
At the shooting festival held
at Biel/Bienne from 2nd to 21st
July, 195 8 , a special cancellation
was used reading,
"Biel/Bienne, Eidg.Sehtitzenfest"
During the period of the
"SAFFA" exhibition at Zurich from
17th July to 15th September, a
special cancellation will be used
for the franking of all mail posted
at the temporary post office which
has been installed. This is a
circular mark and is additional to
the slogan postmark which has been
in use for some time.
Many thanks to those Members Who
have written in response to my'Thquest for additional information
regarding the Swiss Internment Camp
cancellations. All the information
is being collated and will be put
in the News Letter when I have got
it all sorted out. It is pleasing
to be able to say that members as
far afield as Canada and New Zea
land wrote in. Ali letters will be
replied to as soon as I can get
over the spate of work which was
awaiting me when I returned from
holiday.
-

Have just received my copy of
Gibbons' 1959 "Europe & Colonies"
catalogue. It is hoped to be able
to review this catalogue in theme
next News Letter.
T H E
AMATEUR
COLLECTOR'

2 S E RVIC -5
are at your disposals
1. FILLING OF WANTS LISTS: With
our splendid stock almost any
item can be supplied, and in
SUPERB CONDITION.

The ideal
2. APPROVAL SERVICE:
way to acquire out-of-the-way
items,or to browse at leisure
and select the kind of copies
you like.
WRITE NOW - stating
your requirements to
27, Westbury Road,
London. N.12.
Tel. HILlside 6857.

By E. M. Hamilton
During the latter half of the 19th century a number of alpine hotels issued stamps o f
various designs. The reasons for their issuewere for the convenience of visitors to
these hotels, and also to reimburse the hotel proprietors for the expense of sending a
special messenger to the nearest post office, which might be from 4 — 12 miles distant and
some thousands of feet below the hotel. The journey down was, no doubt, easy enough, but
the long climb up the mountain paths, with perhaps a heavy pack, took several hours of time
for which the messenger was paid by the proprietor. It was reasonable, therefore, that a
charge should be made for the service; further this method simplified accountancy and the
need to enter such small items on hotel bills. The charge on each outgoing and incoming
letter varied from 5-15 Rappen (Centimes). Rigi-Kaltbad, Rigi-Scheideck, Rigi-Staffel,
Engelberg, Murren and. Stoop used stamps without any figures of value. Very few hotels
cancelled their stamps, and naturally, all outgoing mail had further to be franked with
ourrent Swiss stamps,
On 26th September, 1883, the Government issued a decree prohibiting the use of privat e
stamps with figures of value or the words FRANCO, PORTO, TAXE etc. After the above date
no charge was made for hotel stamps, but their use continued for a number of years, providing a good and cheap form of advertisement. These later stamps are marked in Roman
fAres in Zumstein's catalogue, Swiss hotel posts are in great demand in Switzerland. and
U,A., and a well-known Swiss dealer advertises offering catalogue prices for second grade
stamps.
I take it that members have the Zumstein catalogue and so I shall give only a brief sur
vey, with corrections and items not mentioned in the catalogue,
BELALP (Altitude 7,010 ft.) - near the Aletsch Glacier, Canton Valais, Proprietor M. Klingels, Nearest post-office BRIGUE, 12i miles away(where
These . are the only
the Simplon Tunnel is to-day. Stamps issued in 1873.
hotel stamps whose printer is known, i.e. M. G. Cuenod of Vevey, who took up
The
on himself to issue No. 1 in green and red on thin and thick Paper:
proprietor asserted that he used only violet stamps and Cuenod was made to
destroy the reprints, but he must have sold a large number, as even to-day
they are cheap. Zumstein's Noe. 2 - 4 are not lithographed, as stated in
Fig. T.
the catalogue, but engraved (recess). There is a forgery o f No. 2 violet,
both imperf. and perf. The 2 stars are larger, the *Ft of 'FRANCO' is too near the 'R', and
the border background lines form squares,instead of loenges.
ENGBIBERG (Altitude 3,280 ft.) - Hotel Sonnenberg, Canton Obwalden rare item. Zumstein marks same in Roman figures which is
incorrect. No date of issue is given. However, in 1954 an entire was
found with a 25 c, 'Sitting Helvetia' (perf.) and a No.II Engelberg with
postmark 7,IX.1880,.that is before 1883.
Fig. 2,
MADERANER TAL (Altitude of hotel 4,377 ft.) — the valley that runs east
from Amsteg (Ct. Uri) to the Oberaip. Nearest post-office
AMSTEG, some miles from the hotel. Issued in 1870, 71, 72 & 73; in use
until'1883 when the Postal Diligence was extended to the valley. Nos.
III, without figures of vaLue, but 'EXtra Dienst' instead, were issued
4 with those of Belalp
and used between 1884-85. If one compares Nos. 1
Fig. 3.
it can be assumed that Cuenod was the printer. No 2 - 3 have different
landscapes to Nos. 4 — II, In 1874 - No. 4 — a new st)ne was made; the letter are more
slender, the 'M' and 'L' are further away from the 'FRANCO' shield. Nos. 5-III are perforated. Sheetmargins:are imperf.
MURREN (Altitude 5,400 ft.) - Canton Berne (Grand Hotel des Alpes)
Proprietor Ir, Gurtner-Kernen. Engraved by G. Keller-Kehr,
Berne. Stamps were recess printed and not lithographed, as stated
by Zumstein. First seen in the post 9. Sept. 1899. The funicular
between Lauterbrunnen and Murren was opened in 1894, before than
letters had to be taken on foot or by mule to Lauterbrunnen, a
matter of more than 5 miles and very steep too. Zumstein's colour
chart is incomplete as there are some in brown and myrtle, green.
Zumstein lists them at the ridiculous price of Fr,12. - I myself offer £3 for any good
copy).
To be continued
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U \CPTPLOG E^ T TE - BICHE PAIRS
■

By L.Moarre, M.B.E.
Many of our members pride
themselves on their "complete"
collections of all the known
tete-beche pairs; BUT it is
highly improbable that these
extremely rare items will be
present,If, however, they are,
we shall be happy to learn
more of them.
In the June issue of "Berner Briefmarken Zeitung", "MHe"(ertsch ?) gives a most inter
eating history of the unusual pairs depicted here. In 1899 the famous expert de Reuterskiöld reported in the "Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung" that he had examined a tete béche
pair of the 15 Cts Cross and Figure, of which at that time there were three known examples.
He asserted that the piece was a fake made of two separate stamps cleverly rejoined at the
perforations. He warned the unknown owners of the other examples to have them examined.
A few months later a writer in a German publication, supporting de Reuterskidld's verdict,
said he had seen only two such téte-béche pairs, - one in Berlin and one in St. Petersburg.
He believed that the Berlin p air was the work of the well known. forger FOURS. On reexamining
;.
g hem s he found that with e good glass it was possible to see the joining of
,perforations. Further, the Control Marks of the two stamps were out of alignment.
In the Zumstein Handbuch of 1909 1914 and 1924 there is a brief notice to the effect
that the 15 Cts. yellow (then No.94) tâte-.béche listed in some catalogues is a forgery.
The Kohl Handbuch of 1907 announced that the pair existed tâte-béche but warned against
forgeries.
It will be noticed that all this time the only value mentioned was the 15 Cts. There
was never any mention of the 5 Cts. brown-lilac. However, in the catalogue of the Ferrari
auction, listed among other Swiss gems, were téte-béche pairs of both the 15 Cts. and the
5 Cts, These apparently later found their way into the Swiss Postal Museum at Bern. In
the work "Die Markenheftchen, Kehrdruck - and Zwisch©nstegmarken der Schweiz 1904-1954"
by Ernst Mueller, both values töte-béche were listed under "Zufalligkeiten" (Accidents Errors). This was the first mention of the possibility that the pieces might be genuine.
"l' e" then goes on to say that he has now examined the three pairs in the Postmuseumaone used and one unused Téte-béche pair of No.60A and an unused pair (without gum) of
No.63A. After careful consideration he comes to the conclusion that ALL THREE PIECES ARE
GENUINE.
A most thorough check failed to reveal one single point to indicate either that the
pieces were faked or were complete forgeries. Both the 5 Cts. were printed from the see
plate and the control marks registered perfectly. The fibres of the per carried thr,_gh
the perforations, and even the fine silk threads of the security "Granite" paper were
intact and could be traced continuously from one stamp. to the other.
The present status of these pairs remains a puzzle. Now that the possibility of forgery
is removed, they can only be either Essays or Errors of Printing. It is just possible
(and there is a recorded case in France) that one stamp was deliberately printed inverted,
for the purpose of identification, although for postal purposes this would be meaningless.
If the inversion was an error, presumably it was recognised and righted before further
printing. It would appear, however, that the sheets already prepared were not destroyed,
but were delivered to the post offices.
The used piece is cancelled by the c.d.s. "Zurich BRF, DIS, 23..1.88 XII".
The shade is deep brown lilac as per Zumstein No.60Ac, which was in use in 1888.
The great rarity of unsevered pairs may be because the 5 Cts. value was mainly used
for postcards, and most stamps would be sold as singles by the Post Office.
"MHe" says that to his knowledge there still exist some three or four pieces of the 5 Cts,
tete béche, but he has no knowledge of further examples of the 15 Cts. He agrees that they
must now be catalogued, but asks should they be listed as "Fehldrucke" under the appropriate stamp number, or do they more properly belong to the category of "Kehrdrucke"
(tote beehe)? If the latter, they would precede existing listed items, which begin with
the first official issue of the booklet panes of Tellboy in 1909. He rather leans to the
idea of listing them as errors, but expresses the hope that collectors might further help
him to identify the true source of these interesting pairs.
(We should be very proud if any member either possesses such a pair, or can throw any
further light on this very interesting problem. Ed.H.N.L. )
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By Wm. R. MORRISON
Part I.
The issue of 1900 commemorating the 25th. Anniversary of the U.P.U. is undoubtedly the
richest in varieties of all modern Swiss stamps. There have been several articles written
on this issue but no complete study had ever been achieved because of the time and the
material required. Recently the Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung began a series of articles
based on the researches of a group of Swiss specialists who enjoyed the full co-operation
of the Postal Administration and philatelic trade in the search for information and material.
As a result a more or less complete study has been made and it is now possible to "plate"
individual stamps in the some manner as the "Rayons", and the following articles will be
based on this study.
The design was by Eugene Grasset, Paris and engraving by Frédbric Florian (real name
Fr6d6ric Rognon), Paris. The stamps were printed by Max Girardet, Bern. The issue appeared
on 2nd July, 1900 and was valid until 31st December, 1900.
The printing plates were renewed twice so that three distinct issues can be differentiated;
Issue 'A'
This issue has line perforation (with irregular holes at the corners)
and the spacing between the olich‘es is 2.2 mm horizontally and 2.4 mm
vertically.
Issue 'B'
This issue has harrow or box perforation and the clichée spacings are 2.7 mm
and 2.6 mm respectively.
,ssue 'C'
The so-called redrawn issue, has the same perforation and clichee spacing
as issue 1 10.
The stamps were printed in sheets of 200 as indicated in the diagram below, comprising
4 sheets of 50 which were divided vertically into sheets of 25 for sale over the Post Office
counter. The original sheet is divided into sheets I to IV and numbered 1 to 200 as indicated, and this numbering system is used in describing the position of all stamps in the
sheets, (The Zumstein catalogue also uses this system, pointing out that the major listed
varieties which occur once per sheet I to IV are given as "No.4", it .being understood that
they also occur on stamps Nos. 54, 104 and 154 and those varieties which occur only on one
sheet are given as "Only No.4").
For those collectors fortunate enough to possess sheets of 25 (or suitable marginal
blocks) it is a simple matter to establish the position in the original sheet of 200 by means
of the Register Marks in the margins. These marks are found in certain positions and are
referred to by the number of the nearest clichee. Issue 'A' has rectangular register marks
(5 and 25 cts.) or square marks (10 cts.) with a colourless. circle ca. 1 mm diameter in the
centre. The sheets were centred on this spot before perforation. On t h e 25 cts. value
there is also a thin vertical line through the rectangle up to the clichee, and the remains
of this line can be seen on the white. margin of tho appropriate stamps. Issue 'B' has.
Register Crosses in the same positions. The crosses have arms of dissimilar length, and.
sc times there is a fine guide cross present for the Register Cross. Issue 'C' has
similar guide crosses with very variable arm lengths and often other fine guiding lines are
visible.
These Register marks, of the type used in issue 'A', are also shown in the diagram and
their numbering Will be obvious. Since the distance between the centre of the register
mark and the nearest part of
tho clichdo varies with the
position on the sheet, by
measuring this distance and
noting the positions of the
marks it is quite easy to establish the position of the sheet
of 25 in the plate. Table I
overleaf gives the dimensions
of the issue 'A' marks and all
the spacings known.
The original sheet had
wider margins than the halved
gutter margins between sheets
I to IV, but because of
trimming this is not a reliable
guide.

To be continued
Diagram 'A'
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NEW POST OFFICE.
LUZERN 11, Kreuzstutz.
Opened on 2,VI.1958

CHANGE OF NAME
WIDEN in -. to WIDEN b. BR1 &GGARTEN.
on 1.VI.1958
PRIVATE PARCELS OFFICES CLOSED
BASEL, Markircherstrasse 31. V.1958
BASEL, Morgartenring
1. V.1958
LUZERN, Kreuzstutz
2.V1.1958

The advent of autumn means
increased zest in stamp-collecting.

SILK THREAD
FIRST DAY
.%l
FIRST FLIGHT
AMBULANT POSTMARK
SOLDIER COVERS
etc.
etc.
I will be pleased to send
approval selections of the above

to any Member.
J. S. ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
Morecambe,
Lancs.

to

/o

F05

/c

/C;)

Check List of PUBLICITY POSTMARKS (Continued)

PONTRESINA Wege zu Blummen
PONTRESINA In Sonne and Schnee
STECHELBERG
PIOTTA
STEIN AM RHEIN
PORRENTRUY I
STOOS (SCHW,YZ)
REINACH (AARGAU)
SURSEE
RHEINFELDEN
SILVAPLANA
REULI
SONVICO
RIETBAD
TESSERETE
RIGI KULM
THALWIL
RINGGENBERG
THUSIS
RIVA S.VITALE
RUTLI

TWANN

RUVIGLIANA
RUSCHLIKON
STE.CROIX
ST.MORITZ I (Summer
ST.MORITZ 3 (Summer
ST.MORITZ 1 (Winter
ST.MORITZ 3 (Winter
ST.TJRBAN
SAANAN
SAAS FEE
SACHSELN
SAMEDAN (ENGADIN)
SARNEN
SCHAFFHAUSEN 2
SCHANF (ENGADIN)
SCHINZNACH BAD
SCHWEFELBERG BAD
SIERRE
SORENBERG
SPEI CHER
SPLUGEN
STABIO
STAFA
STANSSTAD

UNTERBACH (WALLIS)
UNTERAGERI
UNTER4VASSER
USTER
VERBIER MONDZ U
VERBIER VILLAGE
VILLARS-SUR-OLLON
VILLENEUVE (VAUD)

VIRA (GIIBAROGNO >
VITZNAU
WALCHWIL

WALD (ZURICH)
WALLENSTADT
WALLENSTADTBERG
WALZENHAUSEN
WANGEN AN DEN AARE
WEESEN
WEGGIS
WEIER IM EEMENTAL
WEISSBAD
WEISSENSTEIN (SOL)
WENGEN

WILDER SWIL
WINDISCH
More next month.

Editors
Hon. Secretary;
E
IMR. P.W. STRATTON,
i MRS E.J. RAWNS +'Y, . i
!60, Regency Street,'" 32, Ethelbert Gardens, i
London. S.W.1.
Ilford. Essex.

London members are again
reminded that the meeting date
has been changed to Wednesday
and the venue is now Room 31,
Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, WC.
The first meeting of the new
sea JT t is on Wednesday, 1st
October, and will consist of
a display by all members, so
please make every effort you
can and bring along something
to show. Don't imagine that
what you have is inferior to
the other fellows' and not
worth bringing, and don't
leave it to the same old
faithfuls.
The article on page 2 on the
M.P.O. stamp shows what can be
found on a common stamp, and
Mr. Morrison has kindly passed
on the results of his study
for the benefit of members, I
am (tee other members must
also nave done similar study
on the stamp or stamps of their
choice., and have made notes
etc. of their findings.
How about passing the
information on.
We are always pleased to
get anything in the way of
unrecorded varieties, retouches
etc
.

No article is too short or
too long for publication.

THE FOUR

Hon. Treasurer;
MR. A.J. HARDING, H
31,SomerstWayE
Iver. Bucks.

Hon.Exohange Pkt,.Supt;
MR. J.H. SHORT,.
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham. Reading.

PRO JUVENTUTE STAMPS WILL HAVE FLOWER DESIGNS AGAIN
Albrecht von Haller's 250th Birthday commemorated
With the 1958 set of the Pro Juventute stamps, to be
issued, as usual, on December 1st, the P.T.T. have decided to
revert to the flower designs which were such a popular
feature of the 1943 to 1949 period. But whereas during those
8 years the stamps depicted Alpine Flora, the new series will
provide pictures of 'Garden and Meadow' flowers and blooms.
Our President, Mr. E.H. Spiro, as in previous years, was
able to obtain the first news of the Pro Juventute designs
ahead of official announcements. He tells us that the set
will have the following values and designs;
5 + 5 0. Maroon - portrait of Albrecht Von Haller, famous
Swiss Anatomist, Surgeon and Botanist (& a pioneer
of Obstetrics), as a commemoration of his 250th
birthday on October 12th, 1708. Haller, who was
born in Berne, and died there in 1777, was for ,
years Professor of Medicine in the German
University of Goettingen. He was also a celebrated
poet and his long ode "The Alps" was translated
into English and many other languages.

Incidentally, Haller has already been portrayed
once before on the 30 c, P.J. in 1934 (Zum.No.72 ).
Are the Swiss running out of famous men? !!
The flower designs are;
10 + 10 c, Green/yellow/brown - Garden viola (Viola tricolor
L.)
20 + 10 c. Dk carmine red/green/yellow Summer Aster
(Aster chin.)
30 + 10 c, Brown/blue/green/yellow - Bindweed (Convolvulus L.
40 + 10 c. Blue/grey/green/yellow - Christmas Rose
(Helleborus)
The 5 c. value will be printed in recess by the
P.T.T. Printing Works, the other values in roto-photogravure
by Courvoisier9 the 5 c. on white paper, the others on
slightly o eat e d....gx any t.e....p ap_er..

"NNU 111I CUP COVPETfttQN

will be held at THE KINGSWAY HALL (Room 31)9 Kingeway, London, W.0.1. on VEDNESDAY,
3rd DECEMBER, 1958, at 6.45 p.m.
All members are invited to enter the Competition. Entries (6-10 sheets) sent
by post should reach the Competition Organiser, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, not later
than Monday, 1st December. Members attending the meeting may bring their
entries along on the night. All entries will be fully covered by insurance
during the period from receipt to return to their owners.
Further details, together with the Rules and Conditions will be given next month

RETOUCHES ON MOBILE POST OFFICE STAMP

Our member and contributor, Mr.V1m.R.Morrison, of Glasgow, has been making a study of the
1953 lOetsMobile Post Office stamp (Z.314).:H`;„states that he has found it very interesting
from the points of view of cheapness and theHnumber of varieties that can be found. So far he
has found one flaw and thirteen retouches, w}ich'. is far more extensive than Zums tein's listing. These are all constant, and he has succeeded in placing all but two. Sheets A111 and
Clil have not yet been examined and these might well contain the answers. Can any member help
to place these two,please? Here are the results of his studies to date.
Flaw,
(a) Extra passenger.
Sheet B111 Stamp 10
Retouches
1 Small in top left corner
2 Small above gable
A222
11
3
At right touching steeple
B222
11
4
Two small retouches over hills
C222
25
5
Large over plateau
23
D111
6 Small to the right of tree—tops
A222
16
7
Right of top of 'A' of Helvetia
6
D111
8
Bottom right corner
18
B111
9
Clear of right foot of 'A'
10 Touching right foot of 'A'
B111
5
11 Between well and bus
6
C111
12 Touching posthorn below well
D222
5
13 Left of Well
0111
17
The positions of these
retouches are clearly shown
in the illustration, so
perhaps a perusal of those
duplicates may well be
worth while.
New varieties may have
arisen on later sheets,
A—D of 222, so if anyone
can add to the above list,
please do so.
We are very grateful to
Mr. Morrison for making the
results of his studies
available to us.
Our current article on
the 1900 U.P.0 issue will
be continued next month.
Check list of
PUBLICITY POSTMARKS
WASSEN (URI
ADLI SWIL
WALLISELLEN
ANDERMATP
BERNECK
Z) MATT
S CEWAR 2MBERG
ZUOZ
ZWEISIMMEN
STEG IM TOSSTAL
This completes the list of the publicity postmarks so far brought into use. The list will be
kept up to date by notification of any future
issues as soon as they are notified in the P.T.T
Gazette.

i

For

0
x
d
I}

i 's . 1 RMSTRONG

k

Pro—Juventute Issue of 1957•
The PTT Gazette gives the numbers sold of the
above issue as follows,5 + 5 c.
10 + 10 c.

10057;068

8;004,229
5,786,207
20 + 10 c.
1,640,296
30 + 10 c.
40 + 10 c.
2,009,519
Once again the 30c value is the best of the lot.
No wonder the Swiss philatelic journals are always
carrying adverts from dealers wishing to purchase
this value.

i3

Swiss

Pre-Stamp Covers
First Day Covers
Miniature Sheets
Airmails
National Fete
Pro Juventute
Want Lists welcome
Items on approval to Helvetia
Members

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
Morecambe, Lancs.

Pae
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HOIEL ROSIS
By E. M. Hamilton

Part II.

Continuing the observations and hitherto unrecorded details.

PIORA TAL (Altitude 6,040 ft.) - 5 miles from the nearest post-office,
AIROLO, Ct. Tessin, at the southern end of the St. Gotthard
Tunnel, No. 2 shows the hotel with River Foss, Nos, I & II the hotel
with Lake Ritom, which now forms part of a large hydro-electric scheme.
No. II was printed in 2 horizontal rows, which was done twice, the second time by turning the sheet 180VC. which created tete-beche stamps (rare) of the 2nd and
3rd rows.
RIGI-KALTBAD (Altitude 4,725 ft.) Proprietor: N. T, Segesser-Faaden.
The first hotel to issue stamps in 1864, price 15 Happen,
later reduced to 10 Rp. Nearest post-office was at WEGGIS an Lake of
Lucern, 5 miles away. The stamps were issued until 1871 when the first
cog railway in the world was opened. The inventor was Niklaus Riggenbach (see Pro Juv. 5 c., 1942).
Riggenbach was a friend of my Father and I remember shaking hands with
him when I was a youngster. The stamps were first issued imperf., later
on with perf, ll , and were cancelled in blue with an octagonal die
'±u.GI-KALTBADI and date. The violet cancellation is very rare. Zumstein lists No. 3 as
brick-red; mauvy rose would be a better description of this raro shade. There are two
forgeries; the better one of the two has two 4-pointed stars in the oval instead of 5pointed stars. The other one is a very crude imitation. The alpine rose (Dwarf rhododendron) has pine needles instead of leaves. From 1871 the P.T.T. delivered to and collected
mails from the hotel.

RIGI-KULM (Altitude 5,906 ft.) Issued in 1870 until 1873 when the cog
railway was extended to the top of the Rigi. Letters were
carried to VIT ZIAU or to ARTH-GOLDAU, 5i miles. The stamps cost 10 cts.
each, The Proprietors for Nos. 1-5 were C. & J. Burghi and the proprietor for Nos. I-II (after 188 3) was Schreiber. First seen on a letter
dated 3rd Sept. 1886. Zumstein No. .1 is probably an essay. Nos. 3 & 4
were printed in sheets of 30 stamps, 28 of which have 30 pearls in the
oval and 2 have only 29 pearls. Nick Augustin of the U.S.A. (with Mr.
Hurt as collaborator) does not agree with Zumstein's classification. Be calls Z. No. 1 a
forgery and Z. No. 2 a N.A. No. 5 - just the reverse order. He may be right, but I go by
Zumstein's catalogue.
I
-SCHEIDECK (Altitude 5,463 ft.) Nearest post office GERSAU on
the lake - 5 miles away. Proprietor J. Mueller. Nos.
1-3A issued in 1868-1870 and in use until 1881. Price 5 Happen;
After 1881-86, Nos.
cancelled with boxed die (as shown):
RIGI
Stierlin. Design:
I-IIA - Proprietors: Hauser and
SCHEIDECK oircular PAT.T. die:
dove With IettOrt cr nco11od with
'RIGI-SCHEIDECK', date and Duiss cross. All cancelled stamps are
much rarer than-mint. I have an entire with 30 c, perf. 'Sitting Helvetia' dated 13 June,
1875, with P.O. cancellation 'RIGI-SCHEIDEGGt (not Scheideck). There is a forgery of Nos.
I-II - dove with human eye.
RIGI:-STAFFEL (Altitude 5,273 ft.) - nearest Post-office ARTH-GOLDAU,
4 miles. This lilac stamp was first seen in 1940 on
a letter to Horgen, postmarked 'RIGI KLOSTERLI 1 , 18 July, 1888. A
post-office existed during the summer months at Rigi Staffel as far
In February 1958 Mueller (Basel) auctioned what is
back as 1874.
supposed to be the second known stamps for Sw.Fr. 1,925 ft (roughly)
£160. Mine must be the third known stamp. Zumstein wrote me that they
will list this stamp in RED in their next catalogue.

ST. GOTTHARD (Altitude 6,865 ft.) Design shows Hotel du Mont Prosa,
church and St. Gotthard Hospice on top of the St.
Gotthard Pass, - Name of proprietor or date of issue so far unknown.
No, 1,'5 Happen, size 20,4 x 24 mm. Nos. I & II size 33.9 x 23.6 mm.,
oblong, without value, claret and olive-brown. No. 1 exists also as
a tete-beche. Some stamps may be pre-cancelled "ST. GOTTA/UDC', with
original gum, sold with the remainders.
(To be Continued)
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FROM THE COMMITTEE:
In accordance with the Society's Rules N 0 T I C Eis hereby given

h at

the

.N _ \Pb IVETJ\G

(

I

will be held on WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5TH, 1958, at 6.45 p.m. prompt, at the KINGSWAY HALL
(Room 31), Kingsway, London, W.C.1.
(Within easy reach of the Holborn-Kingsway Tube).
A G END A
1. Minutes of A.G.M. held on 5th Nov. 1957
5 • ELECTION of Officers and Members of the
2. Matters arising from the Minutes.
Society's Committee 1958/59.
3. Chairman's Address,
6. MOTIONS and RESOLUTIONS
4. REPORT by the Hon. Secretary.
(see note below)
5. Hon. Treasurer's REPORT and STATEMENT
7. Any other business
of ACCOUNTS.
NOMINATIONS: Nominations for the election of Officers and Members of the Committee, i.e.
Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon, Secretary, Hon. Treasurer, Hon. Packet
Superintendent, Hon. Auditor, Chairman of the Expert Committee and (not
exceeding) TWELVE members of the Committee should be sent to the Hon.
Secretary,.Mrs. E., J. Rawnsley, to reach her not later than first. post on
Tuesday, November 4th.
RESOLUTIONSö Any Member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the Annual General
Meeting, must give NOTICE in writing, enclosing the text of the
Resolution, to the Hon. Secretary before the opening. of the A.G.M.
After the business meeting (which is expected to last about 1 hour) there will be
SHORT DISPLAYS by MEMBERS on 'LATEST ACQUISITIONS'
MEMBERS ARE RE VESTED TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEET NG
and are also invited to contribute towards the displays.
E. J. RAWNSLEY (Hon. Secretary)
F. H.TAYLOR (Chairman)
In view of Mr. Hamilton's article on
the 'Hotel Posts', it is interesting to note
offers coming up for auction. Mentioned in
PROGRAM6QE FOR THE SEASON 1958/59
a forthcoming sale by Robson Lowe is an
unusual item (valued at £15) of a Rigi Kaltbad
All meetings to be held on the 1st Wednesday; used with 50 c. Helvetia perf. on an 1867
of the month at 6.30 p.m. (approx.) in
cover to England, with octagonal local date
Room 31, Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, W.C.2.
stamp.

LONDON GROUPS Hon, Sec. Mrs. E.J.Raymsley,
32, Ethelbert Gdns., Ilford, Essex.

1258

Oct. 1st 'SITTING HELVETIA PERF.' Combined
Display by all Members
Nov. 5th A.G.M. & Members' Displays on
'LATEST ACQUISITIONS'
Dec. 3rd ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION,.

THREE

why you should collect S w i s s Stamp
1.

1959

Feb. 4th !PRE-STAMP COVERS'
Mar. 4th !STANDING HELVETIA'
Apr. 1st 'POSTAGE DUES, OFFICIALS,
TELEGRAPHS ETC.'
6th '1900 U.P.U.'
June 3rd DISPLAYS by 3 Members - Auction,
etc.

May

WEDDING BELLS. Our heartiest congratulations to Mr. R. A. Hoyle, of the Yorks/
Lanes Group, whose marriage took place on
Sept. 6th. We wish him and his bride every
happiness -- and trust that his new venture
will not dim his enthusiasm for stamp collecting.

GOO D REASONS

.

Swiss
THEIR BEAUTY IS UNRIVAT,LED
artists and printers combine to delight
you and brighten your album.
THEIR VALUE INCREASES EVERY YEAR
Our Catalogue - the only English-edited
specialised CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND keeps you up-to-date on price revisions.
enabling
FEW NEW ISSUES EACH YEAR
you to concentrate on the profitable
collecting of older issues.
...

Our House Organ 'THE SWISS PHILATELIST'
contains articles on Swiss stamps, market
reports, discovery of varieties, special
offers etc. Subscriptions 2/- per annum.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park, London. N.12I
Tel. HlLlside 6857

PRESIDENT

\\\\

\ \c)

NEWS

LETTER

!

.....
d.itor
Hon. Secrotaty4
H !
MR. P.W. STRATTON, I ma. E,J, RAWNSLEY 1 - 1
1 60, Regenoy Street, 132, Ethelbert Gardena!
London. Sala.
Ilford. Essex,

Hon. Teasurer I
A.J. HARDING,1
131, Somerset WsYti
Iver. Bucks,

224 10 (Twelfth

PW,,Stratton

_..

-7- .......... -Hon.EIchange PItt,Supt;
MR. J.H. SHORT,.
1 115, Peppatd Road,
Caversham. Reading.

ctober

OUTH nNI\LQ CUP COM:DE:TF-1Will be held at

THE RINGSWAY gATIL (Room Si), Kingsway, LONDON. W.C.I. on0
WEDNESDAY , 3ta December, 1958, at 6.45 P.m.

\

We are Very pleased to announce that Messrs. D.N. & M. Williams, of

phi. x atelic fame, who will be known to very many of out members, have kindly consented to
act as Adjudicators. We feel sure that we shall have a mast interesting and instructive

evening and we look forward not only to a goodly array of entries, but also to a record
attendance.

UDES
1. The Competition shall be held annually at a date determined by the Committee of the
Helvetia Philatelic Society 68 a display Of alb= leaves from collections of Swiss
stamps owned by members of the Society. The display shall be held at a meeting of the
London Group but shall be open to all Members of the Society wherever they reside,
2.

Competitors shall enter not less than SIX and not more than TEN sheets, Comprising
any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special, postage dues, official or any other

issues, miniature sheets, semi postal issues (Such as Hotel, Soldier stamps, Airmail
-

labels, etc.), entires, flown covers, postal stationery, issued in Switzerland and
normally considered as philatelic items in a !collection.
3.--Entries sent by post should be packed carefully and despatched by Registered Mail and

must be in the hands of the Competition Organiser, the Hon, Secretary of the Society,
E. 3. Rawnsley, 32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford., Essox, not later than MONDAY, 1st
December, 1958. Members attending the meeting may bring their entries along on the
night,

&Bo

4.

All entries will be fully covered by insurance during the period from receipt to return

to their owners,
5. A JURY appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia Philatelic Society shall judge the
entries and award. the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to the owner of the entry which they
shall select as most worthy. In addition a consolation prize will be presented to
the Runner-up.
6. Entries shall be judged. by a system of points based under the following headings:
25
1, General philatelic interest
•• 25 3. Writing.up & Arrangement
Value
Condition
(catalogue
2. Originality (including research).. 25
4.
to be ignored)
•• 25
7. The Helveita Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession of the winner
for eleven months following the award, and then be returned to the Competition Organiser
named. by the Committee. The Cup shall then be awarded to the next winner, but if the
same person wins three successive Annual Cup Competitions, the Cup shall become his or
her property and the Committee shall provide a new Oup, for the next Competition,
rV irO V VVV VV
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SWISS ByHOTEL
POSTS(Conclusion
E. M. Hamilton
The last items to be dealt with area
ST. MORITZ - Stahlbad - (Altitude 6,000 ft.) Issued
in 1892 in various colours, but probably
never used. RARE. A forgery exists.
Fig. 11

KURORT STOOS (Altitude 4,245 ft.) - near Brunnen,
Canton Schwyz. Proprietor Carl Muller
Fig. 12
Letters were sent to BRUVNEN, 4 5 miles.
No 1. 1872, an upright rectangle VIOLET, name spelled 'STOOSS' )Both .those items
No. 2. 1873, circular, 2" diameter, RED, name spelled 'STOOSS1 are elusive.
.

BETWEEN 1500 & 2,500
PRICES IN OUR
GRTRLOGUE of SWISS STAMPS
WILL BE SUBSTANTIALLY RAISED THIS

AUTUMN I!

We have this season witnessed the most astounding
upsurge in popularity of Swiss stamps throughout the
world, with a consequent shortage of material as
never before experienced. (A leading Swiss
Catalogue published in its homeland has actually
raised 4402 prices - with not a single reduction!
Our price policy has always been conservative and
our superb stocks again permit a delay in raising
our quotations - only a small number have so far
become effective.
THIS AFFORDS COLLECTORS IN THIS COUNTRY AN IDEAL
OPPORTUNITY 0 F BUYING STAMPS WHICH THEY KNOW WILL
COST MORE BEFORE THE END OF THE YEAR.
This offer applies only to Wants Lists received
before our 1959 Price Supplement is published in a
few weeks' time!
WE ALSO WARMLY RECOMMEND OUR APPROVAL SERVICE BEGINNERS OR SPECIALISTS - WITH ALL STAGES BETWEEN ARE CATERED FOR I
Our Basic 1958 Catalogue will remain on sale for another 15 months & is available at 6/9 + 5d.Postage.

THE IIMPTEUR. COLLECTOR LTA
(B.P.A., P.T.S.)
'Household word for Swiss Stamps in the
English Speaking World.'
27, WESTBURY ROAD, WOODSIDE PARK, LONDON, N.12

LONDON GROUPS Hon. Secretary
Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley.
The first mooting of the autumn
session got off to a flying start in
our new meeting place, Room 31,
Kingsway Hall, W. C.2. There was a
most encouraging attendance and a
goodly array of material on the
f subject of 'SITTING HELVETIA' (Perf.)
! 1862-82, the so-called 'neglected'
issue of Switzerland, but which in
fact is full of interest. Mrs. 7
Rawnsley read a short paper and toen
passed round sheets of the various
values, some on cover, including a
30 c. red to Italy, with a number of
interesting postmarks.
Mr. M. Uehlinger showed some
unusual items, including a ST.
NICOLAS straightline cancel, so far
unidentified, also telegraph and
ship cancels. Mr. J.A.Lowe displayed
sheets illustrated by enlarged photographs of the double prints, and
including many nice postmarks. Mr.
L.H.Osborn gave the final display,
showing the stamps both mint and
used, with many blocks. One large
block showed the effect of uneven
'printing.
The next meeting, on WEDNESDAY,
Nov.5th, will be the ANNUAL GENERAL
METING . All London Group members
are asked to attend, to take part
in a review of the Society's
! activities

4
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by W. R. Morrison

Part II.

Having covered the basic study of the issue, the detailed study can now be
commenced. A magnifying glass of at least x6 magnification is recommended, and with practice it should be apparent that there are scarcely two similar stamps in sheets I to IV in fact 200 types can differentiate par value. There are thus
Issue A 200 each of 5, 10 and 25 Cts.
0
600 stamps
Issue B 200 each of 5, 10 and 25 Cts,
0
600 stamps
Issue C 200 each of 5, 10 and 25 Cts,
a
600 stamps
i.e. Total possible to collect
...
1„800
"
.

TABLE 77A (1)

77 A

There are, of course, many
non-constant flaws, especially
hairlines which were caused
diming printing, but only
those which recur from the
earliest stages are recorded.
The same system as the
Rayons has been used, the big
difference being that, with
the exception of 79C, the
stamps are easy to find. It
has been noted that there is
a greater similarity between
Sheet I and III and between
Sheets II and IV, probably due
to the manner of transfer onto the plate. However, there
is always a basic structure of
varieties throughout each
sheet of 50 which recurs in
each such sheet. These are
called the BASIC TYPES (Grundtypen) and are different for
each value of issues A, B &
C. One Basic Type will thus
occur in four positions, e,g.
1, 51, 101, 151. The
enlarged illustrations show
these Basic Types (usually
several flaws to each), one
for stamps 1-25 and the other
for stamps 26-50. Black areas
represent flaws of extra
colour, and white areas
represent areas without colour
which would normally be
coloured. No further description ofthe Basic Types
will be given and the subsequent tables should not be
confused with them.

Having sorted the stamps
into their Basic Type, or
sheet positions, they can be
further separated into their
plate positions by means of
varieties which are peculiar
to only one of the stamps in
any Basic Type. These distinctions will be listed in tables without diagrams. Many of the
descriptions are similar, but within each Basic Type there should be no confusion. There
are often ten or more such points on one stamp, but not more than two will be listed for
each stamp, Further distinction into stages, e.g. 110e, 110b, etc, are also possible in
some cases.

•
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(Continued

The diagrams and tables will appear in the sequence 77A, 78A, 79A, 77B etc
• Since the tables are very large it will be convenient to use abbreviations
extensively, and these are given below:

TABLE 77A (2)
✓ S vertical
H S horizontal
L left, or left of
R a right, or right of
str, = stroke
h/line hairline
btw, = between
tab. = value tablet
arms . shield with Swiss
Federal Cross
1,2,3,4 = first, second,
third, fourth
(5 a 5 of value)
To be continued

FAMOUS SWISS ON STAMPS
Philip Emanuel von
Fellenbera 1771-1844
Swiss educationalist.
Born at Bern on 27 June 1771.
In 1799 purchased an estate
at Hofwyl,near Bern, intending to make agriculture the
basis of a new system for
elevating the lower and
levelling the higher orders
in the state and welding them
into closer union. For some
time worked in conjunction
with Pestalozzi, but incompatability of temperament
made them separate.
The scheme at first received much ridicule but gradually people came to him from
every part of Europe for
purpose of studying agriculture on the high moral standing which was associated with
his educational scheme. He
died on 21st Nov. 1 8 44.
SWISS

(Zum. No. 1 & 2 at E5 per pair
!Pro Aero 1938- at 4/- used on cover
;Pro Aero 1941 at 6/- mint, 12/- u sed on cover
'Pro Aero 1943 at 5/3 mint, 10/6 used on cover
'Pro Aero 1946 at 8/6 mint,•14/ u sed on cover
'Pro Aero 1949 at 10/6 mint, 13/6 used on cover
Zum. No. 40, 1944, 1Fr.50 used on special
cover at 14/-

AIRS
These are a few of the air stamps
and covers that I have in stock and I
will be pleased to forward approval
selections to members of the Helvetia
Society. I have also a selection of
Mint Hotel Stamps,priced from 6/6d.
upwards, which are available on approval

Secretary.;
MRS. E.J. RAaNSLEY 9
9 Etheibert Gardens,32
Ilford,

Editor;
YR; P.W. STRATTON 9 •
60 9 Regency Street,
London. S.W.1.

Hon. Treasurcr; .
HARDING;IR.AJ
31 9 Somerset Way,

Hon,Exchanga Pht.Supt;
J.E, SHORT,.
115 9 Pe-opard Road 9

--,.am. HeadingC;vrsl

Ivor, DuCks,

November,
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HAVE YOU SENT IN OR PREPARED YOUR
ENTRY FOR THE HELVETIA CUP
COMPETITION 299929929999229 '? 99
LATEST DATE FOR RECEIPT BY POST_
IS 1ST DECWPER!
E70jA 7O7 PACT,ET.
Many members may have a few &up ,, icates only of the better class
iss stamps, or unusual material
and cannot manage to make up a
complete booklet. , The Exchange
Packet Superintendent will gladly
accept such duplicates for inclusion
in "composite" booklets (which he
will make up) if such stamps are
sent to him mounted on a small . •
sheet of paper and clearly Marked
with the owner 2 s selling price
(and any other information he •
wishes to give).
It is hoped that this idea will
help to overcome the great shortage
of better css material, and at
the same time put in circulation
material which otherwise would be
held with no benefit to the holder.
Dont forget that even the
commoner stamps with clear postmarks are very acceptable to the
postmark collector and the one
you have is maybe the one he is
looking for.

RTSTORICA L
SERTES
The P.T.T. have announced that "new postage stamps
will be issued in the course of the next two to three
years — the date has not yet been fixed. Leahwhile,
part of the current stamps, among the curios "Historical
Ibtives" of 1941 9 will have to be :rte e_ As it would
not be worth while specially to prodece Ac peper used
so far for the comparatively small r,equiJ,eeents 9 and in
colour
order to use up old stocks, paper of a A:Oh.
will be employed for some denomiens.
The first denominations to appear' under ths temporary
arrangement are the following;—
Dying Warrior. ) Formerly on GREY parer and
—.80 O.
1.20 cts, Jung Jenatsch. \ now on VIOLET paper,
Other denominations will fellow as reciuired 9 after
previous notice in the PTT Gazette,
The two above—mentioned stamps were available at all
post offices from 29th October, 1958.. They are 9 however,
only sold on request until the old - printings are GXhausted.
For the new stamps neither First—day covers nor
folders or leaflets for collectors were issued by the
PTT.
The last paragraph, which I have =ura: -.:d from the
PTT Gazette, is not understood, ina::mucLt'zIo same
issue of the Gazette states From the aee: Late, the
new stamps are also obtainabl e , for oolletion purposes,
from the Philatelic Agency of tlIc) :Directorate General
PTT,
follows. Wertzeichuncancelled 02 cancelled
enverkaafstelle — Bern 1 Briefannahme Schweiz.PTT —
Museum — Bern Ausgabotag — Berne jour 6.emission — Bern
giorno d 7 emissione." It appears that they did and they
didnt!

.2he PTT Gazette with the official notification of the forthcoming Pro Juventate 1.,ssue is
moor tohand and contains information supplementary to that given in our September iLue 32 T;i13
Letter
5 + 5 (3_ aoel engravedby Karl Bickel,sen., of Walenstadtberi,;, after a painti -:i
igmund Freudenberger of Berne (1745-1801). - The remaining denominations wore dosihod by
Hans Schwarzenbach, GSE73 9 Borne.
10 c, is referred to as a Pansy (News letter called it a Gardon Viola) and tho
is called a Chinese Aster instead of a Summer Astor and the 30 .2,- 10 c. is called
hornson Glory instead of Bindweed. (I leave it to tae horticulturalists to sari out, but
whatever they are, they-are a very attractive set, judging by the advance colour illustrations )
At the request of the Pro Juventute Foundation a stam booklet will be issued again, containing 12 stamps of 5 4. 5 C., 12 of 10+10 and 4 of 20+10. Tho booklet, w h ich is 'bound in
gold coloured pqper, is especially suitable as a gift (PTT statement, not mine). It sells for
,Fr.5 including 20 c. costs , , and by way of experiment, will be on sale at all post offices
of the towns of Aarau, Geneva, Lausanne, St.Gallen and. Zurich, (Previously, booklots wore only
available from the Philatelic Agency or the Pro Juventute Foundation. Ed.)

November, 1958.
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ANYTJAL

GENERAL

MEETING

No, 11.

DEPORT

The Annual General'Eboting was held, at the Kingsway Hall (Room 31), W.C.2. on
Wednesday, November 5th, 1958, at 6.45 p.m. Dr. F. E. Taylor was in the chair.
A welcome guest was Er. H.W.Robertshaw
of the Yorks/Lancs Group, who was opportunely
in London and able to attend.

been a little higher, due to increased postage
rates, tHews Letter! illustration and the
addition of several items to the Library.

THE EINUTES of the A.G.M. held on 5th
November, 1957 were read by the Hon. SOO20—
ary and agreed.

Adoption of the report was proposed by
117— E.G. Slate, seconded by Ir. G.W. Daglish
and carried.
HON. PET. SUPT.:HS REPORT2 The problem of
supplies of material still remained , acute,
especially now that the material donated .
by Er. Shurly had completed its rounds. He
suggested that if members had a few good items
for disposal, but not sufficient to make up
a booklet, if they would send them in, he
would make up one or two composite booklets.
In any case he appealed. cc members to send
in booklets whenever possible.

ItarTs la's= FTM: TEE EINUTES,
.ccer=o(ia'oro Circumstances had necessitated a ohange and the London Group were now
established in Room 31, Kingsway LIali 2 W.C.2.
It was generally agreed that the new premises
were a great improvement.
CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS, Dr. F.H. Taylor
said that he considered it had been a fairly
successful year and despite the need for
repeating subjects, the programme had been
most interesting. Ho had much enjoyed his
term of office as Chairman, but apart from
business•commitments, felt that a change was
ood and, therefore, was not standing for reelection. As retiring Chairman he wished to
express his thanks to those Officers who
were the most hard worked, the Secretary,
the Treasurer — ably assisted by the Auditor—
the Packet Superintendent, and to Er.
Stratton for taking over the editorship of
the !News Letter!. Without their assistance
the Society would not continuo to prosper.
HON. SECRETARY'S REPORT, Ers. Rawnsloy
said membership remained constant at around
120; attendances at London meetings had boon
reasonably good and, but for the bus strike
in May and June, would probably have exceeded
the previous year. The most important
happening was the resignation of Er. Spiro as
Editor of the !News Letter!, a task which he
had undertaken for 11 years, as a result of
hich a most comprehensive collection of
articles on Swiss philately had boon built up
greatly appreciated by members, both here and
overseas, and this was an opportunity to
express appreciation of the services rendered
by Yr. Spiro to the Society which he founded.
The 'Helvetia!, however, could not be allowed
to perish for want of an Editor — as had its
counterpart in America — and grateful thanks were due to Er. Stratton for taking over so
admirably and for the excellent way in which
he had maintained the standard of this publication, the backbone of the Society. Thanks
were also due to those members who had helped
by contributing articles and it was hoped
more would follow suit. There was every
hope that the new season would be highly
soo.ocessfu, and members were urged to try to
r, ring along some new recruits to the London
meetings, so as not to be outdone by the
enthusiasm of the Yorks/Lancs Group, which
• continues to flourish admirably.
HON. mRE,ASURERIS REPORT, Er. Harding again
confirmed a very favourable situation. The
balance sheet, which had been circulated.,
showed a balance of Z49/14/1. Expenses had

ELECTION OF OPEl GElS & CO= TEE
following were elected,

The

Chairman, Mr. G.W.Daglish; Vice—Chairman,
Er, E.C. Slate; Hon. Treasurer, Er. A.J.
Moe, E.J. Rawnsley;
Harding; Hon, Secretary
Lon. Pkt, Supt, Hr, J.:, Short; Eon. Editor,
Ir. P.W. Stratton; Chairman of the Expert
Committee Er.E, Shur -7y, Publicity Officer;
Er, B.H. Gray; Hon. Auditor, Er. L. Osborn
Committee, (Yorks/Lancs Group) Er. L. Moore,
M.B,E., Mr. J.A. Eastwood and LS:', J.N.
Highsted,
The nominations were proposed by .Y22.
V. Gonville, seconded by Er. Robertshaw and
carried unaniMously.
Ere Daglish then took the chair and his
first duty was to propose a vote of thanks to
Dr. Taylor for his past services.
No !Motions or Resolutions! had been
received. Under ' Any Other Business', Er.
Daglish asked if the Library List could be
republished and it was agreed to do this,
The A.G.R4 closed at 7,30 p.m.
Following this there were short tosplays
on 'RECENT ACQUISITIONS! by Member
Er. Osborn commenced by showing a very
nice Rayon I on blue paper, followed by some
varieties, and the 3, 5 & 10 Fr. (First
series) in mint blooks, and other items.
Er. J.A. Lowe also Showed some interesting
varieties.
Er. J.H.Short, who had missed the Last
mooting, passed round his collect.oh of the
'Sitting Helvetia' perf., which i:wwsiod. some
nice blocks and a variety of cancellations.
Ers. Rawnsloy showed a number of covers,
one being an official cover with the stamps
overprinted with the cross, also some
'Soldier Stamps! on Cover.
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HAVE YOU ENTERED FOR THE COMPETITION
THIS YEAR ?
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THE `UHICH PRINTS

By Lt,-Col. J. D. Blyth
It is inevitable, perhaps, that even so excellent an article as that contributed by Mr.
Laurence Moore on the 'silk Thread Issues' should contain points which are at least debatable.
I have not had an opportunity of reading the various monographs mentioned by him, so may
appear ever-bold in saying that I disagree with Fraulein Kuisel and believe that Zumstein is
quite correct in listing all four values of the first Munich printing as a distinct issue.
The identification of colour from a verbal description always presents a problem, even
in what would appear to be the simple cases of the three primary colours, red, yellow, and.
blue. For instance, Frttulein Kuisel describes the 10 Rp. as being ultramarine; but using
pure ultramarine paint in all shades from full strength to the weakest possible solution I
have not been able to match the colour of any of the varieties of this stamp in any of the
issues. Zumstein does not commit himself, but merely describes the basic colour as 'blue'.
This covers every wide range, commencing with ultramarine, which contains roughly 5% of
red in its composition, through cobalt (roughly 8% blue, 12% red and 8% yellow); Prussian
blue (roughly 86% blue and 14% yellow) to indigo. I have confined myself to a few of the •
standard pigments which can be bought; many other blues are on sale under different names,
their appearance depending upon the percentages of the three primary colours contained in
their make-up. The same remarks concerning difficulties of identification apply, of course,
to the two other primary colours, red and yellow, and to the infinite variety of colours
obtained by mixing two or more of the primaries in different proportions.
•
fhe multiplicity of terms applied to the shades or tints of a single basic colour leads
to further confusion, possibly because different words are used at times to convey the same
meaning. Is there any difference between dark blue and deep blue? How does one distinguish
between 'pale' and 'light'? What are the exact definitions of 'clear' and 'bright'? How
many collectors would agree concerning the precise shades meant to be described by the German
words 'blase', 'hell', 'lebhaft', 'leuchtend', 'kraftig', 'dunkel' and 'tief'?
These were
the questions with which I was confronted ten I attempted to identify and isolate Zum.
23 Aa and 24 Aa. from a number of munich prints, and it is with the hope that I may help
other collectors that I describe how I set about it.
In•desoribing the colour of the 40 Rp., No. 26 Aa, Zumstein uses the qualifying adjective
'bliss', 'pale yellow-green', but in the cases of 23 Aa and 24 Aa the adjective is 'matt'.
Now, in English the word 'matt' is seldom - if ever - applied purely as a.description of a
shade of colour, but is used to define a condition of surface, dull as opposed to polished.
Suchadistnco,hwevr,smoutfplaceinphlatey;soIcnludetha ecolurs
to be sought were dull blue and dull rose for the respective values. I found one specimen of
each which seemed to conform, but thought it essential to make sure that the apparent dullness was not merely a difference in shade, i.e. in strength of colour. For my test I chose
thea1.5 Rp., since the blue of the 10 Rp. is a complex mixture impossible to match closely
wit. any individual blue in the paint-box. The closest approximation to the average colour
of the 15 Rp. seems to be rose-madder, and I found that by using it in various dilutions I
was able to produce fair imitations of the light rose or carmine shades, but with the pure
colour and water alone I could not get a shade which could be described as 'dull'. By
adding a very small quantity- of grey to the dilution of the pure colour I produced a tint
which could accurately be described as dull, though it did not exactly match the colour o f
24 Aa. For the time being I was satisfied, and assigned the two specimens to the first
printing. I cannot describe the colours exactly, but would say that they seem to have a
somewhat ' leaden ' tint.
On reading Mr. Moore's reminder that the 5 Rp. orange-brown could be confused with the
15 Rp. in bad light it occurred to me that the word 'bad' was not quite the correct one; the
confusion would arise when the light was supplied by an ail-lamp, and while not necessarily
bad would be decidedly yellow as compared with daylight. I have no oil-lamp, but the electri c
light in one room is contained in a translucent bowl, creamy-yellow in colour, whose lir:;ht
has caused me to make surprising mistakes in sorting not only shades but even stamps of
different colours. On opening my album in this light the stamp which I had identified as 24
Aa became almost indistinguishable from 22 Aa as far as colour was concerned, while the 15 Rp.
of the second printingand of later issues remained unmistakably pink. The existence of 24
Aa as a distinct variety seemed to have been established but, as might be expected, the
colour of 23 Aa was not affected. There the matter rested until a few days ago, when I was
able to have a few minutes with a quartz lamp. Under its light the colour of the 15 Rp.,
24 Aa, was very little affected, becoming perhaps a trifle duller, while the colours of the
second Munich printing, and the later Berne printings of all values showed no great change.;
but the 10 Rp., 23 Aa, turned to a slate-green, quite different in appearance from any
'Strubeli' which I have seen.
(Continued on Page 4)
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FROM THE YORKS/LAN CS GROUP s

I think that most philatelists will agree with me
that the fact light tests showed that these two
visually selected stamps reacted in a manner different
to all others of the same values and basic colours
does establish conclusively that the pigments used in
preparing the inks for their printing contained some
unusual ingredients, and it seems not unreasonable to
infer that they may be identified with little, if
any, doubt, as specimens of the first Munich printings

Mr. R.C. Tyreman, the Chairman of
the Group is known as a collector
of old G.B., but modern Swiss, and
he surprised a goodly gathering of
members, when giving his 'CHAIRMAN'S
DISPLAY', by reading an excellent
paper and showing a full range of
'Standing Helvetia',rextremely well
presented.

I must admit that I had not heard of the explanation
that the difference of impression between the Munich
and the Berne prints was due to the Munich printing
having been on pre—damped paper, and I cannot help
feeling that it contains an element of improbability.
Certainly it was common practice to use pre—dampened
paper for surface printed stamps, as this gave clearer
impressions and enhanced the brightness of the
colours; but in the case of embossed stamps it was
necessary to gum the paper before printing to prevent
the gum settling in pools in the hollow backs of the
reliefs. The effect of dampening paper already gummed
can be imagined. The differences of impression may
be due to variations in the technique of preparing
the cliches or sheets from which the stamps were
printed, but I suggest that a more probable explanation is that the pigments used in making the inks were
more finely ground at the Munich printing works than
they were at the Berne Mint.

The well—written up sheets showed
many varieties including 'HELVETIA',
'White Helvetia', pronounced retouches and a copy of the 9i perf.
40 c. with inverted 'V' in 'Helvetia!
Many interesting postmarks were shown,
along with the Customs cancellations
in blue and in black, both of the
shield type and also the double
circle with date inserted by pen and
ink. 'Used abroad' were also shown.

The next instalment of Mr. Morrison's article on
the 1900 UPU issue will be continued next month.
The special postmark to be used on First Day covers
of the forthcoming Pro Juventute issue was designed
by HANS TOMAMICHEL, graphic artist of Zurich. The
design carries as the central motif a pansy (or
viola) similar to that of the 10+10 c. value.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR

LTD.

The 1959 SUPPLEMENT to the AMATEUR COLLECTOR STAMP
CATALOGUE of Switzerland is due to appear on December
5th, on which date 2,573 price changes will take
effect, 2483 of which are increases!
In spite of the fact that prices of Swiss Stamps
were already raised in Switzerland and the United
States of America, during the month of September,
we have continued to sell at the old quotations,
but very little time remains for clients to take
advantage of this favourable situation.
To be executed at old prices, WANTS LISTS should
reach us before the publication date of the 1959
Users of our 1958
Supplement (December 5th).
Catalogue (which will be in use for at least
another 14 months) will receive the Supplement
free of charge, against stamped addressed envelope.
It is regretted that users of earlier catalogues
cannot be served.
Westbury Road,
London. N. 12

The Group were interested in two
drawings which Mr. Tyreman had '°
prepared, giving the position of vile
varieties and retouches of 86a, 20 c.
of 1905, and also in two Die Proofs
on card in blacker. the 25 c. and
40 c. re—engraved.
`

The Chairman concluded his display
with a show of coloured slides of
some of the varieties and postmarks
displayed, which he had photographed .
Seen on a 40 x 30 screen in full
colour, full opportunity was given
to everybody to examine details and
it was unanimously agreed that this
was the ideal way to present and
discuss varieties.

s.n WS I<0NG
SWISS U.N. AGENCY ISSUES
Bureau of Education:
Nos. 1-21 at £5 mint or used
No. 22 at 6d. mint, 8d. used
Nos. 23-28 at 22/6d. mint or used
Nos. 29-39 at 9/6d. mint or used

Health Bureau
Nos. 1-5 at 22/6d. mint or used
Nos, 6-20 at £4/76 mint or used
Nos. 26-31 at 7 6d. mint or used
Nations Unies
Nos. 1-20 at £10 mint or used
No. 21 at 7/— mint or used
Nos. 22-27 at 7/6d. mint or used
Refugees
Nos. 1-8 at £4/15/— mint or used

14, Low Lane, MORECAMBE, Lanes

Edward H. SPIRO.
R,P.S.,L.
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LEEDS MEMBER WINS WITH ENTRY ON 'THE ORIGIN OF THE, FRAMED CROSS'
Once again fog conditions adversely affected attendance on the occasion
of our Fourth Annual Cup Competition, one of the highlights of the year, and
no doubt prevented the inclusion of some entries from members who were thus
unable to attend. The total number of entries was somewhat smaller than
usual, 10 in all, but the Adjudicators, Messrs. L.N. & M. Williams, the
well—known philatelic journalists, found their task quite hard enough, being
so impressed by the general high standard that, as they said afterwards,
they wished they could have given a prize to everyone. After much deliberation they announced the results as follows:
The SILVER CUP was awarded to MR. L. MOORE, of Leeds, for a superb
entry on 'THE ORIGIN OF THE FRAMED CROSS', in which the early Federal issues
were used to illustrate one of the age—old philatelic mysteries.
The 'Runner—up' was MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY, with a well—presented display
on 'THE PROVISIONAL ISSUES'. A stock book was awarded as a prize.
Three other entries were "High Commended" by the Jurors:
1.

2.

at
jj„
L.

' c (t

3.

MR. W. R. MORRISON, of Glasgow, for his beautiful presentation of
ISTRUBELI VARIETIES'
MR. J. WALKER, of Huddersfield, for.an unusual entry of 'POSTAGE DUES
ON COVER', a difficult subject
MR. P. W. STRATTON, of London, for a thematic entry on 'FAMOUS II N'.

Other entries included two on 'Varieties and Retouches of the Standing
'Rayon Limitrophe Markings on Cover' and
Helvetia'; '1900 U.P.U.';
'Modern Varieties'.

In commenting on the reasons for their choice Mr. L.N. Williams said
he would advise competitors against following too slavishly the information
given in the catalogues since it was often apocryphal and instanced as an
example the 'missing roof' variety on the 50 c. 1941 Airmail which wa s
commonly referred to as being the result of a worn plate. Investigations,
now confirmed by the P.T.T. and the printers, have stablished that the
cause was due to damp getting onto the plate before the cylinder had warmed
up sufficiently, thus preventing the ink from adhering properly; after the
cylinder had warmed up the stamps printed perfectly.
As a further hint to competitors in future contests, he said that
although they had both liked very much the entry on 'Famous Men' they felt
in general thematic displays were so entirely different from those dealing
with stamp production and use, they should really be judged as a separate
class.
The President, Mr. E. H. Spiro, thanked the 'Williams Brothers' for
having come along to judge the Competition, especially in view of the
weather, and for their comments and suggestions, particularly in relation
to thematics and the idea would be borne in mind for next year.
Although the South had not succeeded in wresting the Cup from the

North, he was sure that Members would join in
congratulating Mr. Moore on his win, Mr.Moore
is one of the founders of the Yorks/Lanes
Group and has w'rked unceasingly to build it
up to its present strength, holding office as
Chairman, Publicity Officer etc. and representing the Group on the Helvetia Committee,
Mr.Spiro also congratulated the Hon.
Secretary, Mrs. Rawnsley, on achieving second
place. He thanked all those who had entered
and hoped the gallant losers would be encouraged to try again next year.

9
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TOURIST PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS: A member has
for disposal 110 leaflets (approx. 50% of
those issued). Price E4. Any offers?
Apply to the Hon Secretary.
OUTLINE MAPS OF SWITZERLAND: Through the
kindness of a member we are able to offer
small outline maps of Switzerland on thin
card, 51 x 4", suitable for illustrating
flight or railway routes, etc. These are
available at 12/6 per 100, 6/4d. per 50 or
3/2d. per 25 plus postage (1/6d. for 100).
Orders to the Hon. Secretary.

There being no questions from members,Mr.
M. Williams asked if anyone could help solve
another Swiss mystery, relating to a Hotel
stamp. In early editions of Zumstein's Catalogue the first stamp of IRIGI-SCHEITEGG 1 was
LAMS GROUP- November meetings.
described as being an embossed label, with the
In the Annual Competition (judged by pop
name in an octagonal frame, of red or rose
ular vote) there were 9 entries of great
colour. From the 13th Ed. this item was rele- variety. First Prize went to the Group's
gated to a footnote as being of doubtful
Chairman (Mr. R.C. Tyreman) for his splendid
origin. No copy has ever been seen, even in
study of 'Standing Helvetia'. A fine range
an exhibition, yet its inclusion was based on
of 'Sitting Helvetia' gained the second,nrize
a report published some 80 years ago in an
for Mr, J.N. Highsted, while third place .Js
early copy of the 'Stamp Magazine', at a time
taken by Mr.L. Moore with a postmark exhibit
when there should have been much greater reaOn November 4th some 12 members of the
son for its authenticity, in which it was
Group
enjoyed a joint meeting with a corresstated that this stamp had now been superseded
ponding
number of members of the Northern
by a new design and that the proprietor of the
Group of 1 B.A.P.I.P. 1 (British Association
hotel had no supplies of the original stamp
of Philately of Israel & Palestine). Each
left. Did it ever exist or not?
side presented a joint display to the other
Mr. Daglish, the Chairman, said this was
and there was a most useful discussion on
an interesting point and would be referred to
the experiences and problems of running a
Mr. Hamilton, our expert on these stamps, but
specialist society. B.A.P.I,P., for instance
if any other member had any information on
run an Annual Conference at one of the norththe subject perhaps they would inform us,
ern resorts in a private hotel belonging to
a member. They had with them 4 ladies, while
'Helvetia' had only one (Mrs. Myers). HowTHE AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S
ever, Helvetic honour was saved as Mrs.
CATALOGUE
Myers was the only lady to present a paper
of
and display (a well-arranged show of 'Pro
Juventutel). Rooms and tea were genero
provided by the Coal Utilisation Council at
with 1959 SUPPLEMENT
their Leeds Centre.
IS NOW ON SALE 1*
-

.

SWITZERLQNic 0 0

Of the 2573 Price Changes it contains, 2483
are Price Increases!!
!The Upward. Trend of Swiss Stamps is so important to-day that without this up-to-date guide
you collect completely in the dark!
You will be surprised how valuci.ble your Swiss
Collection isl
i Buy

now and make use of this Catalogue for the
ifull 14 months during which it will be valid.

J. S.PRVSTRO\G
sends

TO ALL HELVETIA MEMBERS
and

* 6/9d. plus 5d. post for Basic 1958
Catalogue with 1959 Supplement.
Clients already using the 1958 Catalogue will
'receive the 1959 Supplement FREE of CHARGE
!against stamped, addressed envelope,
As the 1959 Supplement is an integral part of
the 1958 Catalogue, we regret we cannot supply
it to users of earlier Catalogue Editions.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., B.P.A., P.T.S
London, N.12.
27, Westbury Road, ..........

GREETINGS

CHRISTMAS

will

be

at

your

service in the
NEW
for

YEAR

all requirements
of SWISS STAMPS
NKKIENK,

14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme, Morecambe
Lanes.
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TABLE I
77A

1 V. h/lino in tab. near L.frame
101 Small dot before L. of L'Union and
spot btw 1 and 2 wires .
151
...
52 Small o btw L and E of Jubile an d
dot below btw UB of Jubile.
102 Small V. str.outside top frame, and
dot outside R.frame,(wiro level)
152 Dot above frame and D of DE, and
dot above frame and polo.

153

Small star bottom R. in tab.
Dot below arms, and
small dot in corner L. above J.
Dot outside L.framo (1 and 2 wire
Small star on L of Postalo.
Small dot L below J.

104
154 Dot below first 0 of 1900.
5 Two small dots in tab.
55 Star on E of Postale.
105 E of DE blurred.
155 Small str btw DE and L 4 U.
6 Small star above globe, and
56
106
156

small star in top L tab.
Dot above 18 of 1 8 75.
Dot on clothes.

7
57 Dot L above L of L'Union
*55

107

005

157 Dot in cloud under JU. and
.dot above figure value.
8
.. .
Dot in bottom R corner.
lOb IS' mark in cloud above Jubile.
158 Small dot in cloud above 1 wire, and
small star in second N of Union.
9 Dot above U of Jubile.
59 Two small dots L above value 5.
109 First wire broken.

159
10 Circle on R shoulder.
60 Line from top frame over DE to LTU .
110
, . .

.

,

.

160 Dot R of hyphen. and
long retouch under SELLS.
11 Dot in tab. and
small star outside L frame at tab level
6l

d No.12,

PART III
Contd. from October issue

Cts Green. Line Pori'.

51 Small str. on R. upper arm.

3
53
103

December, 1958.

.5

13

63
113
163
14
64
114
164
15
65
115
165
16
66
116
166
17
67
117
167

..

.

Small dot before value 5, and
dot in scroll.
Small star over frame B of Jub. and
dot on R shoulder.
Dot in cloud over first wire, and
colourless spot under LL.
Dot R of value 5, and
three dots above globe.
Only threo dots above globe.
Four small dots in tab.
,

.••

Small star L under value 5
Small str on 1 of 1875, and
small star before DE.
Small dot R under hyphen, and
blob under band above 9 of 1900.

18
68 Small str outside frame, band level.
118 Dot above btw VE, and dot R of value 5.
168 Dot in U of Jubilo.
19 Small dot in tab below 5 and
,

69
119

dot above btw 00
Dot outside R frame below Postal©, and
small dot in tab.
Dot over top frame and L of LIU. and
H h/lino L of value 5.

169
20
70
120
170
21
71
121
171
22

111 Dot above outer frame above 10, and
72
colourless spot at L elbow.
122
161 H. h/line on R forearm.
172
12 Dot in tab R of value 5, and
dot on 7.
23
62 Dot in front of J and dot high in tab
73
112
and
123
Small
V
str
in
first
L
of
Universelle
162
173
dot L of 5
...

Dot above top frame and DE.
Two dots in tab, and dot and two
small str above globe.
Small star over top frame, 0 of ON.
Star in cloud under U of Univ erselle,
and dot on E of Postale.
Dot under J and Small star above globe
Dot above wing and str at A of Postale
Small star above frame and L of,ILE.
and small star above globe.
Dot undor U of Jubile.

Small star L above value 5, and
dot under value 5.
Dot L in tab.
h/line from R upporarm to cross, and
dot outside frame top R.
Dot on polo L under arms.
Dot in bottom insulator.
Dot R of L forearm, and
small dot L above top L corner.
Crooked h/line L of value 5.
Dot in tab L beside 5.
U of Union damaged, and
small star R under 2 E of ELLF.
000

Small star above and R of 5.
Small dot top L of J. and
small dot in 5 of 1875.
Small star above head.
Small star over top frame at L.
Dot in I N of Union and small dot L of J

Continued

...
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TABLE I Cont'd from Page 3)
24 Dot after D of Grasset D.
74 Four dots in tab.
124
25 Dot in tab R under 5, and
dot in cloud above globe.
Small
o on breast and dot L of J.
75

37

Spot outside R frame at top corner.
87 Small spot over frame at .top L.
•
137 Small V str under N of Universelle, and
dot on 3 wire,
187 Small star over globe near L frame, and
small dot R under value 5.
125
38 Small star in tab L of 5, and
dot under R of Universelle.
1 75 Dot in cloud above globe.
26 Small star in sky above 1 wire, and
88 Two dots over 1 wire.
star under value 5.
138 Dot over top frame and ON of Union.
76 Spot L of hyphen and dot high R in tab.
188 Dot on R forearm.
126 Dot R under value 5, and
39 Two small dots R over value 5.
small o below bottom L corner.
89 Dot L under 1 of 1875.
176 Dot outside L frame, face level.
139 Two small dots outside frame at tab level.
27 Small star low in tab, and
189 Dot over value 5.
small star before U of Universelle.
40 Large spot in globe under arms.
77 Frame broken below Florian, and
•
90
dot above globe.
140 Small dot in tab R of 5, and the 8 of
127 Small diag str under value 5, and also
1875 and first 0 of 1900 damgd.
before 1875.
190 V str under second 0 of 1900.
177 Dot under U of Jubile and dot Lin 5.
41 Thin H h/line under bottom frame.
28 Dot under 9 of 1900 and dot L under frame. 91
•. .
78 Dot outside R frame at top, and
141 Dot outside L frame at tab.
small star under value 5.
191 Thick V str through 5, and
128 Small star low in tab and small o in arms.
small dot over globe.
178
42 Dot btw wires under Postale, and
Dot
below
bottom
R
corner.
dot in cover over 1900.
29
Small
o
in
L
frame,
and
Dot
above top frame and UB.
79
92
small dot above U of Union
142
• •
129
192 Dot under value 5 and diag str
from 1 wire to SE(l
le).
179 Dot in lower L tab.
30 Small dot in clothes under shawl.
star
in
tab
at left.
43 Small
80 Dot btw 3 and 4 wire.
Str
in
E
of
Postale.
93
130 Small dot in cloud over 1 wire.
143 Small star over value 5, and
dot in R of Universelle.
180 Dot btw 2 and 3 wire.
31 Dot on foot of value 5.
193 Dot over wing.
81 Dot under E of Jubile.
44 Small dot left under value
131 Str from top frame over B to S(elle)
94 Strunder L of Postale.
•. •
181
•.•
144
...
194 Dot on R insulator and dot on pole at arms
32
82 Spot outside L frame at 3 wire level.
45 H lines under bottom frame, and
three small dots L under 5.
132 Dot high at L of L'Union, and
small dot over top frame and UB.
95
182 Two small dots in cloud above 1 wire.
145 Small star at fist 0 of 1900,
33 Spot outside R frame at wire level, and 195 Dot under 5 of 1875.
46 Dot in cloud under J, and small star
H h/line under Postale.
outside frame by arms.
83 Dot under J.
Small
star
over
1
wire
at
L
frame.
96 Diag h/line under J.
133
146
Small star in the cloud, and
.
•
.
183
star R over 5 of 1875.
Curved
h/line
L
frame—inscription—top
34
196 Dot L under 1 of 1875, and dot on
frame and dot R over 1900.
1 of 1875.
84 Small dots in cloud over R. wires.
47 Dot outside R frame at arch.
134
184 Curved line on shawl L of R shoulder, and 97 Dot L over J.
smaller semi—o above globe.
147 h/line high L in tab, and dot over 5 .
level,
and
5
35 Small dot outside frame at
197 Dot in ribbon R of L forearm, and
dot after D of Grasset.
small dot on pole over R hand.
•5.
48 Dot top R in tab under 4 wire.
85
98 Dot outside L frame.
135 Dot before 1 of 1875.
Small dot over 1 of 1900.
4
wire
and
small
str
on
pole.148
185 Small dot on
198
36 Small star below frame and D., and
small dot in 5 of 1875.
49 Small dot on 0 of Postale, and small
dot low in tab.
86 Dot under UB and also in cross.
Spot
in clothes R of tab.
136 h/line L of value 5, and
99
•••
h/line under E of Postale.
149
Spot
outside
lower
frame
under scroll.
186
199
...
...

...

049

...

(to be continued)

